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Summary
Permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) drives are widely used in robotics
and other high-performance industrial servo applications. PMSM drives are pre-
ferred over the traditional, mechanically-commutated brush-type DC motor drives
because of the absence of mechanical commutators, and therefore increases the
life span of the PMSMs. As compared to induction motors, PMSMs are favored
for high-performance servo applications because of their higher efficiency, power
density and torque-to-inertia ratio, which make them a suitable choice for variable-
speed direct-drive applications.
However, PMSMs suffer from parasitic torque pulsations. These torque pulsa-
tions are primarily caused by non-sinusoidal flux density distribution in the air-gap,
and cogging. In real PMSMs, a perfect sinusoidal flux density distribution around
the air gap periphery is difficult to achieve. This non-perfect sinusoidal flux density
distribution gives rise to periodic torque ripples when interacts with the sinusoidal
stator currents at the fundamental frequency. Cogging torque is due to the vari-
able magnetic reluctance between the stator slots/teeth and the permanent magnet
rotor. Secondary sources of torque pulsations in the PMSM drives are current mea-
surement errors in the controller, and phase unbalancing. These torque pulsations
result in instantaneous motor torque that pulsates periodically with rotor position.
They are reflected back as periodic oscillations in the motor speed, especially at low
speeds. At higher operating speeds, these torque pulsations are naturally filtered
off by the rotor and load inertia and therefore, are not reflected back in the motor
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speed. In the absence of mechanical gears in direct-drive servos, the PMSM drive
has to operate at low speeds. This results in speed oscillations that severely limit
the performance of the direct-drive servo especially in high-performance tracking
applications.
In view of the increasing popularity of PMSM drives in industrial applications,
the suppression of pulsating torque in PMSMs has received much attention in recent
years, as reported by Jahns et al [1]. However, most of the existing approaches
to minimize pulsating torque either involve complicated motor constructions that
are impractical in low-cost high volume production or require accurate a priori
knowledge of the motor parameters for generating the control current to suppress
these torque ripples.
In this research work, two new learning control algorithms are proposed with
the objective of minimizing periodic torque ripples. Both proposed control schemes
make use of the concept of learning control to generate the required stator current
that minimizes periodic torque ripples. One of the proposed controllers uses learn-
ing variable structure control (LVSC) algorithm, while the other uses frequency-
domain iterative learning control (FILC) algorithm to achieve torque pulsations
minimization. For the implementation of torque controllers, it is necessary to ob-
tain the instantaneous torque signal either through direct or indirect measurements.
However, the torque transducer is physically bulky and is not economically viable
to apply in the industrial environments. Therefore, a torque estimator based on the
high gain flux observer is implemented to estimate the instantaneous electromag-
netic torque. Nevertheless, the torque control scheme based on a torque estimator
results in complexity in system implementation. Considering these disadvantages
of the torque controller and facing the wide application of speed controller in indus-
trial environment, we have proposed a LVSC and a FILC speed control schemes
to minimize torque pulsations. In this closed-loop speed controller, speed error
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information is used to provide the compensation current to reduce torque ripples
indirectly. Consequently, two LVSC and two FILC compensation schemes are pro-
posed: (1) torque control with LVSC pulsating torque compensation, (2) speed con-
trol with LVSC speed ripple compensation, (3) torque control with FILC pulsating
torque compensation, and (4) speed control with FILC speed ripple compensation.
As the pulsating torque is periodic in nature, and given the motor param-
eter uncertainties and non-linearities, the learning control is intuitively an excel-
lent choice to achieve pulsating torque minimization. Furthermore, both LVSC
and FILC schemes only involve a few simple algebraic calculations and a dynamic
memory bank; hence, their requirements are minimal from the hardware implemen-
tation point of view. The learning controller “learns” the desired current profile
from past “experience” of the torque (or speed) error signal and the corresponding
control signal in the previous sampling interval.
Simulation studies performed in MATLAB environment have verified the ef-
fectiveness of the proposed LVSC and FILC schemes in minimizing periodic torque
ripples. To further validate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme, experiments
have been performed on an integrated DSP-based PMSM drive setup. The per-
formances of the proposed LVSC and FILC torque or speed ripple compensation
schemes are compared with those of the conventional feed-forward sinusoidal cur-
rent controller or closed-loop PI speed control schemes for a range of operating
speeds and torques. Experimental results validate that the proposed LVSC and
FILC schemes are implementable for real-time control and effectively improve
torque and speed ripples by at least 50% as compared to those of the conventional
schemes without compensation. However, despite the effectiveness of proposed
schemes in suppressing torque ripples, the applications of the LVSC and the FILC
in the PMSM drive are still at their infancy stages. Future work is necessary to
further improve the scheme on the following issues:
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• A more advanced current controller can be designed with larger bandwidth
and tracking capabilities so that the inner current controller can track more
accurately the reference currents generated by the proposed learning scheme.
• Non-periodic disturbances and harmonics with non-integer multiple of the
fundamental frequency exist in the PMSM drive system. These harmonic
components can not be eliminated by the iterative learning control.
x
Nomenclature
θm mechanical rotor angle of the PMSM
ωm mechanical rotor speed of the PMSM
τm electromagnetic torque
fe frequency of electrical cycle (synchronous frequency)
ωe electrical rotor speed of the PMSM
θe electrical rotor angle of the PMSM
ias, ibs, ics phase a, b and c stator currents
i0s zero-sequence stator current
Is peak value of stator current
t time
φs phase angle between the stator voltage and current
Fs rotating stator MMF
Nse number of effective turns per phase in stator winding
vas, vbs, vcs phase a, b and c stator voltages
rs stator resistance (Ω/phase)
λas, λbs, λcs phase a, b and c flux linkages
vf phase voltage in fictitious rotor coil
if phase current in fictitious rotor coil
Lf self inductance of fictitious rotor coil
λf flux linkage in fictitious rotor coil
La, Lb, Lc phase a, b and c self inductances
xi
Mij i, j = a, b, c, mutual inductance between stator i- and j-phases
Mfi,Mif i = a, b, c, mutual inductance between stator i-phase and per-
manent magnet
λif i = a, b, c, flux linkage between stator i-phase and permanent
magnet
λm amplitude of flux linkage between stator and permanent magnet







B motor damping coefficient
vds, vqs d-,q-axes stator voltages
ids, iqs d-,q-axes stator currents
λds, λqs d-,q-axes flux linkages
Ld, Lq d-,q-axes self inductance
Mdq,Mqd mutual inductances between d- and q-axes
Mdf ,Mqf mutual inductances between d- or q-axis and permanent magnet
ψd, ψq d-,q-axes flux linkages between stator and permanent magnet







yd desired system output
xii
Γ,Φ previous-cycle feedback and current-cycle feedback learning gains
α forgetting factor
Rn a space of n-tuples of real numbers
|z| absolute value of a function z
‖v‖ norm of a vector v ∈ Rn
B(D) a space of bounded functions on D
C(D) a space of continuous functions on D
Cn(D) a space of n times continuously differentiable functions on D




th-cycle variable structure control signal
ul,i i
th-cycle learning control signal
T electrical cycle period
Kt torque constant
τ ∗m desired electromagnetic torque
i∗qs−2 reference compensation current generated by learning controller
τˆm total estimated electromagnetic torque
ψd, ψq estimated d-, q-axes flux linkages
xiii
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In the present day technology, electric drives have numerous applications ranging
from rudimentary motion control to high-precision machine tools and robotics. The
electric machine is assigned to do a certain mechanical work in terms of operating a
load. Operation of a load is specified in terms of transient or steady torque, speed or
position response requirements. In particular, as demand grows for products to be
machined to extremely high tolerances and guaranteed quality, high-performance
servo drives are extensively used in applications such as position and speed control
of robotic manipulators, drives for machine tools, and automobile power steering,
etc. A block diagram representation of a basic electric drive is shown in Fig. 1.1.
The overall system fundamentally comprises six elements: the power electronic
converter, electric motor, the transmission system, the load, the controller, and the
electrical and mechanical sensors [2].
The power converter controls the flow of electric power between the motor
and the power source such that the motor matches the load requirements. The
flow of power in an electric drive can be bi-directional—from the electric power
source to the load during motoring, and from the load to the electric power source
during regenerative braking. The power electronic converter is a power conditioner
and acts as a voltage and frequency changer by using either one or more of a
1
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Figure 1.1: Block diagram of a basic electric drive system
chopper, inverter or rectifier. The power electronic switching devices used are
mainly phase-controlled thyristors, GTO thyristors, BJTs, power MOSFETs or
IGBTs. Depending on the power rating of the converter, a particular type of power
semiconductor device is chosen. Pulse-width modulation (PWM) techniques are
frequently employed to generate the switching functions for the power converters
[3].
Electric motors commonly used in servo drives are: dc commutator, ac syn-
chronous and induction machines. Synchronous and induction machines are char-
acterized by rotating air-gap fields produced by the interaction of the three phase
stator currents. Thus, in contrast to dc commutator machines which have space-
stationary trapezoidally distributed fields, ac synchronous and induction machines
have sinusoidally distributed travelling fields and have no commutators. The trans-
mission system couples the motor to the load either by direct-link as in direct-drive
systems, or via gears or motion converters, when there is a need for speed change
or rotary-to-linear translation. The load is the driven element.
The control of the converter to match the load requirements with motor
capabilities is built by using the low-voltage, low-power control unit. The controller
consists of analog and digital integrated circuits and transistors or digital signal
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processors (DSPs). The command interfaces the inputs to the controller which,
in order to adjust the operating point (torque, speed or position) of the drive
by certain control algorithm, makes use of direct feedback sensors, or indirect
estimations to provide information about various system parameters for feedback
purposes. The control algorithm ensures that the states or output of the servo
system accurately tracks the desired trajectory. Where high-performance servos
are required, sophisticated control schemes such as fuzzy logic control [4], neural
network control [5], vector control [6], direct torque and flux control [7] and feedback
linearization control [8] are adopted.
In order to reduce the converter harmonics pollution in the electric power
source and to control the power factor at the source, separate sensors are required
to measure voltages and currents of the power source. The controller, based on
separate commands and sensors, then produces the required performance on the
power source side. In general, a dual converter–one on the power source side and
one on the motor side with a dc voltage or current link–is required to provide both
drive control and power source performance requirements.
There are a variety of servo drives in the market [9]. However, the classifica-
tion of servo motor drives for a particular application in the fractional hp to 30 hp
range can be represented by Fig. 1.2 [10]. The following provides a brief descrip-
tion of the motor drives used in high-performance servo applications as shown in
Fig. 1.2.
1.1.1 DC motors
The DC motor operates on the principle of a rotating armature and a stationary
field system. Current is supplied to the armature via brushes that are placed along
the axis of the commutator. Field excitation produces MMF along the magnetic
axis while armature excitation produces MMF along the brush axis. The two MMFs
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Figure 1.2: High-performance servo motors
in quadrature to each other generate the motor torque that causes the armature to
rotate. It is this natural de-coupling nature of the armature and field MMFs that
make it easy to control DC motors.
Due to simplicity in their power converter requirement and speed control
scheme, DC motors have been the popular choice for variable speed drive appli-
cations until the advent of power electronic switching devices in the 1960s which
brought about the introduction of the static power electronic converters for AC
motors [11]. The power electronic converters allowed a reliable and efficient means
to vary the AC supply voltage frequency to drive AC motors for variable speed
drive operations. Recently, AC motors became more dominant in the servo indus-
try than their DC counterparts as shown in Fig. 1.3 [12]. The figure shows that AC
motors are steadily gaining an increase in their share of the variable speed drives
market while DC motors are losing their market proportion.
The decline in demand for DC drives together with the rise in demand for AC
drives is because the DC motor suffers from many disadvantages that make them
unsuitable for high-performance servo applications. Those disadvantages include
[13]:
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Figure 1.3: AC versus DC variable speed drives market dynamics
• Low reliability and the need for regular maintenance of the commutator.
• Difficulty in producing a totally enclosed motor for some hazardous applica-
tions.
• Presence of commutator and brushes constrains the voltage and current rat-
ings, hence restricting its output power rating.
• Relatively low maximum speed due to limitation by mechanical commutator.
• Relatively high cost compared with AC motors.
1.1.2 AC motors
AC motors that are used for high-performance servos generally comprise the induc-
tion motor (IM) and the permanent magnet AC (PMAC) motor [10]. AC motors
have a relatively simple construction of spatially distributed stator coils and a rotor
that is either cage type (in IM) or permanent magnets (in PMAC). In IM, stator
excitation gives rise to a sinusoidally rotating stator flux that induces a flux in the
rotor. Interaction of the rotor flux with stator currents produces the motor torque.
The rotor then rotates with a frequency lagging (slip frequency) behind that of
the stator flux. In the case of a PMAC motor, the rotor is a constructed with a
high flux density magnetic material like the NdFeB [14]. Thus when the stator
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of the PMAC motor is energized, interaction of the PM rotor flux with the stator
current in quadrature with the flux produces the torque. The rotor then rotates
in synchronism with the rotating stator flux. Applying field-oriented control or
vector control [15], the stator phase currents can be de-coupled into the flux and
torque producing components (called direct and quadrature-axis components, re-
spectively). Therefore, by controlling each current component respectively, the flux
and torque in IMs and PMAC motors can be separately controlled, analogous to
the field and armature current control feature of DC motors. However, to achieve
field-oriented control, knowledge of the rotor flux vector position is essential. In
PMAC motors, a position sensor/encoder is commonly used to determine the rotor
position, although the trend is shifting towards sensorless control [16], [17]. As the
rotor flux in the IM does not rotate in synchronism with the rotor, it is not possible
to use a position sensor to obtain the position of the flux vector directly. Therefore,
it is estimated using a flux model with stator voltages, currents and rotor speed as
its inputs.
Traditionally, the IM has been the workhorse of the industry for servo applica-
tions. IMs are sturdy machines that are very suitable for use in harsh environments.
In addition, they are relatively of lower cost when compared with PMAC motors
due to the absence of the permanent magnet on the rotor. Furthermore, since
the rotor flux in the IM is induced by stator excitation, the rotor flux can also
be reduced to a greater extent as compared with the PMAC motor where there is
a possibility of permanently demagnetizing the magnets when the demagnetizing
currents are too large. This enables the IM to have a larger field weakening range
than in the PMAC motor. Therefore, the IM is capable of operating at higher
speeds than the PMAC motor.
Nevertheless, PMAC motors are still favored over the IMs for demanding
servo applications. This is due to the many advantages the PMAC motors have
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over the IMs, which are briefly described in the following [9], [18], [19]:
• PMAC motors have high-energy rare earth permanent magnets on the rotor
to provide the air gap flux, while the IMs make use of the movement of rotor
windings in the magnetic field to produce rotor MMF or flux. The absence
of the rotor cage results in the PMAC motors having a superior torque-to-
inertia ratio compared with the IMs of similar size. This property enables
the PMAC motors to have a much faster dynamic speed response than the
IMs.
• PMAC motors do not require any magnetizing current through the stator as
the high flux density permanent magnet rotor provides the constant air gap
flux. The stator current is only for torque-production. However, IMs require
a source of magnetizing current for excitation. Hence for the same output,
PMAC motors operate at a higher power factor than the IMs.
• In PMAC motors (only surface-mounted PM synchronous motors), there is no
electrical excitation in the rotor. Hence, rotor losses in the PMAC motors are
negligible. On the other hand, in IMs the induced currents in the rotor give
rise to rotor losses that can be considerably large depending on the operating
slip. This implies that PMAC motors have greater efficiency compared with
the IMs.
• The absence of magnetizing current and the high efficiency of the PMAC
motors compared with the IMs signify that PMAC drives require lower rated
rectifiers and inverters than IM drives to provide the same output capacity.
• In IMs, rotor losses in the form of power dissipation lead to temperature
rise in the rotor. As it is not easy to cool the rotor, heat from the rotor
is transferred to the load, machine tools and work pieces thus affecting the
machine operation. In PMAC motors, however, rotor losses are negligible.
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• PMAC motors are relatively smaller in size than the IMs of the same output
capacity. This is because in the PMAC motor, there is no rotor cage that is
found in the IM. Furthermore, PMAC motors are generally lighter in weight.
This means the power density of the PMAC motors are greater than in IMs.
With all the above-mentioned advantages, PMAC motors have found a niche
in industries utilizing robotic manipulators and machine tools where excellent dy-
namic performance and high reliability are mandatory. When efficiency and size
are of prime importance as in electric vehicular applications, PMAC motors are
the preferred choice.
1.1.3 Switched reluctance motors
Switched reluctance motors (SRMs) are single or multi-phased, doubly salient,
singly excited electric motors with windingless or permanent-magnetless rotors.
Their concentrated stator coils are turned on and off sequentially through DC
voltage pulses, which result in unipolar controlled current that produces the motor
torque. In SRMs, knowledge of the rotor position is essential for phase current
commutation. Position encoder is used to obtain the rotor position but recently
the sensorless control of SRM drives has been receiving much attention [20]. Due to
their simple and rugged construction, and high-speed capability, SRMs have been
given considerable attention in the last two decades with the hope of producing an
alternative brushless electric motor drive at a lower cost and equivalent performance
when compared with AC motor drives.
However, SRMs are intrinsically pulsating torque machines. Presence of sig-
nificantly large torque ripples hinders their use in high-performance servo applica-
tions, and is still a major research area today.
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1.2 Description of PMAC Motors
PMAC motors fall into the two principal classes: sinusoidally excited (i.e. with a
uniformly rotating stator field as in an induction motor) and switched or trape-
zoidally excited machines (i.e. with a stator field which is switched in discrete
steps). The latter one is alternatively known as blushless DC motors, or simply as
the switched motors. They have stator windings that are supplied in sequence with
near rectangular pulses of current. An excellent review of the PMSM and BLDCM
drives can be found in [21]. In this section, however, only the relevant issues of the
PMSM and BLDCM drives are mentioned.
1.2.1 Brushless DC motors (BLDCMs)
The BLDCM has stator windings concentrated into narrow-phase belts and a per-
manent magnet on the rotor. The magnet and the stator windings are shaped such
that their interaction produces back-emf that varies trapezoidally with rotor posi-
tion. To produce constant torque, rectangular-shaped phase currents are applied
to the stator. Fig. 1.4 shows the trapezoidal phase back-emf and the rectangular
phase current for one electrical cycle in the BLDCM.
Figure 1.4: Phase back-emf and current in the BLDCM
At any instant, assuming instantaneous current commutation, only two phases
are in conduction. A general rectangular current control BLDCM servo system
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shown in Fig. 1.5 contains the BLDCM, the PWM inverter, the speed and current
controllers, the position and current sensors. An advantage of the BLDCM from
the hardware point of view is that only a single current sensor is needed to main-
tain current regulation in the three phases. This is possible because by measuring
the DC link current, I0, the phase currents in the two conducting phases and the
“off” phase can be known, for example, Ia = I0, Ib = −I0 while Ic = 0. Another
advantage of the BLDCM servo system is that it only requires a low-resolution Hall
effect position sensor to achieve self-synchronization. Here, a low-resolution posi-
tion sensor would suffice because phase commutation occurs at distinct intervals of
60 electrical degrees. Furthermore, control of the inner loop of the BLDCM servo
system is very simple, which is only the control of the DC input current [22].
Figure 1.5: Basic BLDCM servo system
However, the simplicity of the BLDCM scheme suffers from several drawbacks.
The drawbacks include inherent torque pulsations due to commutation between sta-
tor phase currents, limited resolution for position control (the position resolution is
60◦) and a limited flexibility for torque ripple control. In a real machine, presence
of inductance limits the rate of rise/fall of the phase currents during commutation.
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This results in a commutation that requires finite time intervals, during which the
torque magnitude may instantaneously fluctuate up to more than 25% of the rated
torque [23]. In addition to these, the BLDCM also suffers from torque pulsations
that result from cogging and non-ideal back-emf shape (when the constant por-
tion of the trapezoidal back-emf is not 120 electrical degrees). The problem of
torque pulsations in BLDCM, especially the commutation torque ripple, has been
an intense area of research [22]-[30]. As a consequence of its significant torque
ripples and limited-resolution control, the use of the BLDCM remains confined to
less demanding speed control systems and low-resolution positioning applications,
and not for high-performance servo applications. As this research is focused on the
PMSM, which is capable of producing a smoother motor torque than the BLDCM
(the magnitudes of the torque ripples in the PMSM are up to only 3% of the rated
torque [21]), the analysis on the BLDCM concludes here.
1.2.2 Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motors (PMSMs)
The PMSM has a permanent magnet rotor and stator windings distributed over
multiple slots so as to approximate a sinusoidal MMF distribution. The winding
arrangement of the stator and the shaping of the magnet result in back-emf that
varies sinusoidally with rotor position. To produce constant torque, the stator
is fed with sinusoidal shaped stator currents. Fig. 1.6 shows the phase back-emf
and sinusoidal stator phase current for one electrical cycle in the PMSM. At any
instant, all three phases of the PMSM are in conduction.
The basic drive scheme for the PMSM is shown in Fig. 1.7, where the sub-
scripts d and q indicate quantities in the synchronous reference frame. Compared
with the BLDCM, the control system for the PMSM is more demanding, since
the six inverter switches in Fig. 1.7 have the added responsibility of sinusoidally
shaping the applied excitation waveforms in addition to adjusting their amplitudes
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Figure 1.6: Phase back-emf and current in the PMSM
and frequency.
Figure 1.7: Basic PMSM servo system
As three phases are conducting at any instant, two current sensors are re-
quired to achieve current regulation. In addition, a high-resolution position sensor
is necessary to continuously perform self-synchronization of the motor. However,
what sets the PMSM apart from the BLDCM in demanding servo applications
is the excellent motion control performance of the PMSM. Compared with the
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BLDCM, the PMSM produces a far smoother torque with a superior tracking
ability, and possesses a higher speed range [21]. Consequently, PMSM drives are
finding expanded use in many high-performance drive applications, especially in the
direct-drive of industrial servo systems and robots [31] where torque smoothness
and precise tracking are vital.
1.3 Pulsating Torque in the PMSM
Despite the numerous advantages of the PMSM mentioned in the previous sections,
PMSMs are still subjected to undesirable torque pulsations [1]. Torque pulsations
in the PMSM originate either from the motor structure or from the drive system.
Non-ideal flux linkage distribution, harmonics in the self and mutual inductances,
variable magnetic reluctance at the stator slots and system phase asymmetries are
sources of pulsating torque that originate from the motor structure. On the other
hand, current sensor dc offsets, current scaling errors and unbalanced motor phase
currents are sources of pulsating torque due to the drive system. Neglecting the
torque pulsations resulting from the control system, the main component of torque
pulsations is from the non-ideal flux linkage distribution [32]. As a result of these
pulsations, the PMSM produces an instantaneous torque that varies periodically
with rotor position.
In many high-performance servo applications, presence of any torque pulsa-
tion may severely degrade the quality of the work done. For example, the quality
of the surface polish using metal-working machining or contouring tools, which is
directly dependent on the smoothness of the instantaneous torque delivered to the
rotary tool-piece, will deteriorate with the presence of torque pulsations. Similarly,
torque pulsations reduce the tracking accuracy of servo motors embedded in robots
and satellite trackers. In a direct-drive system, the load is directly coupled to the
shaft of the PMSM. The advantage of the direct-drive configuration is the elimina-
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tion of the backlash and high friction inherent in a conventional geared drive [33].
Nevertheless, the absence of a high gear ratio requires the motor to operate at low
speeds. At high motor speeds, the effects of the torque pulsations are filtered off
by the drive system inertia, which acts as a first-order low pass filter. Therefore,
torque pulsations are not particularly objectionable for high speed PMSM opera-
tion. However, the effects of the torque pulsations become significant at low motor
speeds. They are reflected in the motor speed as speed oscillations. Speed oscilla-
tions lead to reduced repeatability of the servo and greatly limit the performance of
the servo in high-precision tracking applications. Moreover, these speed oscillations
produce undesirable mechanical vibrations and acoustic noise in the drive system.
The next section presents the literature review of the pulsating torque mini-
mization techniques proposed by various researchers to date.
1.4 Literature Survey on the Pulsating Torque
Minimization Techniques in PMSM
Given the importance of torque smoothness in many PMSM applications, the issue
of pulsating torque in the PMSM has been receiving much attention during the
past 20 years. A comprehensive review on the approaches for pulsating torque
minimization in PMAC motors is given in [1]. These approaches can broadly be
classified into two major types of minimization techniques: by (a) proper motor
design and (b) active control techniques. The following sub-sections present a
survey on these two categories. As this thesis deals with the control aspect of
pulsating torque minimization, more focus is given to the latter category while the
former is included for completeness of the report.
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1.4.1 Motor design techniques for pulsating torque mini-
mization
The most fundamental and effective way to minimize the torque pulsations that are
inherently generated within the PMSM is by proper motor design. At this point, it
should be established that to attain minimum cogging torque, the variation of air
gap magnetic reluctance as seen by the rotor magnets must be minimized. Similarly
to attain minimum ripple torque, the harmonic components in the motor back-emf
must be minimized.
One of the most popular techniques for cogging torque reduction is stator slot
skewing. Studies have demonstrated that skewing the stator slots by one stator
tooth pitch can reduce the cogging torque to a very low level [34]-[37]. If stator
skewing poses unacceptable manufacturing problems, the alternative approach of
skewing the rotor magnetic field distribution by either skewing the rotor magnets
[38] or mounting skewed discrete magnet segments on the rotor [39] has also pro-
duced similar cogging torque reductions. Skewing also improves the stator winding
distribution and substantially reduces the back-emf harmonics hence producing
more sinusoidal back-emf [39]. This implies that the ripple torque is reduced as
well. However, the drawbacks of skewing are that it results in some loss in the av-
erage torque, requires a more complex stator construction, production line set-up,
and results in an increase in leakage inductance and stray losses.
Approaches to minimize the air gap magnetic reluctance by minimizing the
stator slot openings have also been carried out [34], [40], [41] although these meth-
ods have the undesirable effect of complicating the stator construction. In special
cases, completely slotless stator configurations have been adopted [42]. Short-
pitched stator windings can also be used to reduce the harmonics in the back-emf.
Shortening the winding pitch changes the sine term in the Fourier’s coefficient which
defines the cogging torque thus, able to eliminate a particular cogging torque har-
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monic in the winding [43]. In the method proposed in [44], the distribution of
the residual magnetic flux density of PM is modified while the pole shape of the
armature core is modified in the conventional method so as to achieve cogging
torque reduction. Other techniques seek to reduce cogging torque by pushing the
harmonic components in the spatial air gap permeance distribution to higher fre-
quencies by either adding dummy slots [45] or dummy teeth [46]. In [37] and [47],
it is reported that having fractional-slot pitch stator windings moves the frequency
of the cogging torque to a high frequency where it can be easily rejected. The
number of stator phases is increased in [43] for the same reason. However, these
schemes on stator winding design result in some loss of the average motor torque.
Work on designing the rotor magnets has also been carried out to reduce
both cogging and ripple torque. Rotor magnet design techniques for minimizing
cogging torque include varying the magnet arc length, varying the magnet strength,
shifting the magnet poles and varying the radial shoe depth [48]. To minimize ripple
torque, a more sinusoidal flux distribution is generated by proper configuration of
the permanent magnets on the rotor [49], [43] and [50].
Nevertheless, until now no motor design technique has been proposed which
can completely minimize the pulsating torque for many high-performance applica-
tions [48]. Most of the proposed techniques involve a trade-off between pulsating
torque reduction and average motor torque production degradation. Another im-
portant issue that hinders the feasibility of the motor design techniques is the
sensitivity to manufacturing tolerances. Techniques that require a high accuracy
of assembly, magnetization, magnet placement or dimensions may prove to be im-
practical for low-cost high volume production.
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1.4.2 Control techniques for pulsating torque minimization
Despite a variety of motor design techniques that are available for minimizing cog-
ging and ripple torque components, the minimization provided by these techniques
is not sufficient for many high-performance applications. In many cases, the pro-
posed motor design techniques may not be economical to manufacture in large vol-
umes. Furthermore, the effect of the pulsating torque on the system is dependent
on many factors such as the load, the operating speed and the natural frequency
of the system. Therefore, solutions that are more flexible to the end-users of the
drive system (control engineer) must be implemented. In view of the limitations of
the motor design techniques and the need for a more flexible method of pulsating
torque minimization, greater emphasis on control techniques has been placed by
researchers to achieve pulsating torque reduction. The following subsections review
those techniques:
1.4.2.1 Pre-programmed stator current control
One of the most popular approaches to cancel the cogging and ripple torque compo-
nents in a PMSM is to use pre-programmed excitation signals. In this technique,
the phase currents that are required to cancel out the pulsating torque compo-
nents are first pre-determined as a function of the desired torque and rotor angular
position.
Among those pre-programmed current algorithms reported, an important ap-
proach comes from recognizing that the instantaneous torque contributed by each
machine phase is proportional to the product of back-emf and phase current. Con-
sequently, the optimized current can be derived as being proportional to the re-
ciprocal of the back-emf under the appropriated conditions. Application of this
technique can be simplified by first transforming all of the key variables into the
d-q synchronously rotating reference frame which has the benefit of automatically
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eliminating the fundamental frequency component from the back-emf inversion
process [51]. An alternate approach in the stationary reference frame [52] uses a
special formulation of the reference current equations which is conveniently com-
patible with this inversion technique, using back-emf waveforms which have been
calculated by means of finite element analysis. In [53], Favre et al proposed an
optimization process for harmonic decomposition of the motor torque by using an
iterative process. The initial current shape is compared with the harmonics of the
measured motor torque, starting from the most dominant harmonic in the torque
pulsation, then the amplitude and phase angle of different current harmonics are
modified one-by-one in order to successively suppress the existing torque harmonics.
Wu et al [54] reported a current profiling method, in which normalized back-emf
in terms of rotor speed is determined as prior knowledge, and then the optimal
currents can be obtained based on these knowledge and desired torque signal.
Other works on pre-programmed current require accurate information of the
pulsating torque characteristics. Generally, investigators first establish a pulsat-
ing torque model which describes the actual cogging and ripple torques properly,
and then currents can be determined according to a certain operating condition
and the required torque command. Hanselman [55] extended those prior works to
include the case of a finite supply voltage and finite di
dt
capability to produce the
current excitation for a minimum torque ripple and maximum efficiency operation.
Generation of the optimal currents is accomplished by the construction of a look-
up table indexed by rotor position, speed and desired average torque. Holtz and
Springob [56] reported a scheme in which the slot harmonics and the flux linkage
harmonics can be compensated by injecting additional harmonic components into
reference currents. The compensation signals are read from two tables, which are
already set by a self-commissioning scheme. Colamartino et al [57] presented a
numerical current pre-determination from force calculation using the finite element
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method to obtain a ripple-free instantaneous torque. Park et al [58] proposed a
method to achieve ripple-free torque control with maximum efficiency based on the
d-q reference frame that includes the case of three-phase unbalanced conditions.
The concept of “motor identity” is introduced in [59] with the objective of gen-
erating an optimal input current that can produce ripple-free and maximum torque
output. Unlike in previous techniques, this control technique does not require any
parametric model of the motor (back-emf, inductances and resistances) to gener-
ate the optimal currents. Instead, it utilizes the motor identity, which is a matrix
comprising the experimentally measured quantities of the phase electromagnetic
torque and reluctance torque. In [60], an on-line pulsating torque minimization
scheme is proposed. However, preliminary identification of the torque harmonics
by examining the output of the position controller is necessary. With the extracted
values of the torque disturbance model, the reference current can be derived by
modifying the output of the linear regulator, based on the measurements of the
rotor position to nullify the torque pulsations.
Since these pre-programmed stator current control schemes are based on feed-
forward concepts, the effectiveness of these algorithms in practical applications,
including sensitivity to imperfect knowledge of motor parameters and parameter
fluctuations, is a justifiable concern. Inaccuracy during off-line model identification
gives rise to error in the compensation current that may lead to even higher torque
pulsations. Un-modelled torque disturbances such as current scaling error or phase
alignment errors will also remain uncompensated in these feed-forward schemes
[51].
1.4.2.2 Feedback compensation schemes
Taking into consideration the drawbacks of the open-loop feed-forward schemes, re-
searchers have developed sophisticated feedback compensation schemes to achieve
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pulsating torque minimization. Estimation and control schemes are employed either
in current (torque) or speed (position) loops. Among these popular torque con-
trol schemes, adaptive control method has been used widely. In such schemes, the
torque pulsations are compensated by adaptive identification of the disturbances
hence they eliminate the errors introduced by inaccurate knowledge of motor pa-
rameter, inaccurate motor modelling and variations in the motor parameter, which
are of prime concern in the feed-forward compensation case.
In closed-loop torque control methods, feedback signals generated either from
the estimation of instantaneous torque signals or from the output of a torque sen-
sor have been applied to eliminate the errors caused by imperfect knowledge of
motor parameters and parameter fluctuations. In [61], The concept of instan-
taneous torque control based on variable structure strategy has been introduced
with the aim of minimization of torque pulsations and optimal useful torque pro-
duction. Melkote et al [62] designed an adaptive variable structure control to
attenuate the pulsating torque. A current level controller is derived for the motor
that achieves asymptotic tracking of a reference trajectory while yielding robust-
ness to parametric and dynamic uncertainties in the motor dynamics. In [63],
Chung et al developed a new instantaneous torque controller combining a vari-
able structure control with a space-vector pulse-width modulation. The proposed
control method provides the advantage of reducing the torque pulsation caused
by the non-sinusoidal flux distribution. In [64], an adaptive control algorithm for
minimization of torque ripple was presented. The information about torque rip-
ple harmonics used in adaptation is extracted from the electrical subsystem, and
a current controller is designed to achieve ripple minimization. The controller is
based on the principles of energy shaping and damping injection.
Besides torque controller, speed (or position) controller is also used to sup-
press torque ripples indirectly. In general, such a scheme consists of two control
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loops: an inner current control loop plus an outer speed (or position) control loop.
A common way to achieve speed (or position) servo operation is to design a con-
troller that produces the torque reference from the difference between the desired
and actual speed (or position). Subsequently, this torque reference can be applied
in the inner loop to generate q-axis reference current. Bogosyan and Gokasan [65]
designed an adaptive linearizing control using two adaptation parameters for the
cogging and ripple torque to be cancelled. The compensation current generated
from the adaptively estimated flux and cogging torque parameters is added to the
output of the simple outer loop speed (or position) controller to produce the re-
sultant q-axis reference current. In their later work [66], an adaptive linearizing
control scheme was designed to compensate the parameter and load variations so
as to reduce torque ripples. To account for the instability problem inherent to the
adaptive schemes, a robust position control loop based on a chattering-free sliding
controller is added to the linearizing controller. Lam et al [67] proposed a speed
ripple compensation scheme using iterative learning control algorithm to cancel
pulsating torque indirectly. The proposed learning controller is implemented in
conjunction with a conventional PI speed controller so as to further reduce the
speed ripple.
1.4.2.3 Estimators and observers
In the closed-loop torque control scheme, instantaneous torque signal is required
as the feedback information, which can be obtained either from a high bandwidth
torque transducer or from estimations implemented through software. Various es-
timation techniques for torque and flux have been proposed to compensate the
pulsating torque. These techniques are reasonably similar to the adaptive compen-
sation schemes in which the estimation of the system disturbances, such as cogging
torque and flux harmonics, is involved. However, unlike the adaptive schemes, es-
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timation of the instantaneous torque or flux signal is explicitly performed and used
as feedback signal for pulsating torque minimization.
An early work on the torque estimation scheme was presented by Low et
al [68], where an instantaneous torque control using variable structure control for
torque ripple minimization is implemented. The required instantaneous torque
feedback signal is estimated from knowledge of the motor parameters (coefficients
of the fundamental and harmonics of the flux linkage), measurements of instanta-
neous q-axis current and rotor position. As the effectiveness of the scheme proposed
in [68] depends on the accurate knowledge of the harmonic coefficients, the work
is extended to updating the harmonic coefficient values using an on-line recur-
sive least-squares estimator [61]. In [69], two control concepts for torque ripple
reduction are presented: current control-based off-line torque estimation and an
on-line observer-based torque control. The former technique utilizes off-line mea-
sured torque, which includes the torque harmonics, as a function of the rotor angle
and current, and computes the required current to generate a constant torque. The
latter technique employs a “dead-beat” torque ripple observer modelled as a par-
tial plant observer based on the q-axis current. A simple on-line torque estimation
algorithm that directly employs the d-q stator voltage and electromagnetic torque
expressions is proposed in [57]. In [70], the fundamental, 6th and 12th harmonic
of the torque are estimated on-line using the estimated motor back-emf so as to
generate the necessary 6th and 12th harmonics for the feed-forward q-axis current.
However, those torque estimation schemes suffer from drawbacks such as: accurate
knowledge of the motor parameters is required (in [57], [68], [69], [70]), limited
speed range of operation (in [57]) and difficulty to realize real-time implementation
due to complex numerical computation involved as well as high sensitivity to noise
(in [68]). In order to overcome these disadvantages, Chung et al [63] proposed
an instantaneous torque control utilizing variable structure torque controller and
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model reference adaptive flux observer from which the estimated torque is obtained.
However, the performance of this scheme deteriorates from variations in the motor
resistance and inductance from their nominal values. Petrovic et al [71] proposed
an adaptive control scheme that tracks both the d-, q-axes flux linkage on-line us-
ing the adaptive scheme based on the passivity-based controller. Their later work
has been reported in [64], which presented an alternative to the estimation of the
complete flux (torque) waveforms by parameterizing the flux expressions with a
small number of parameters and adapting on these few coefficients.
An alternative to the torque (or current) control scheme to achieve pulsating
torque minimization is by using a speed-loop compensating technique in addition
to using a torque or flux observer. From the observed values of the torque or
flux, the appropriate compensation current is derived and added to the output of
the speed controller. Matsui et al [72] proposed a torque observer that employs
a minimal-order Gopinath observer to achieve compensation of torque ripple and
disturbance in the load. Although the scheme has been reported to exhibit supe-
rior speed control characteristic and torque ripple reduction, it requires accurate a
priori knowledge of the motor torque constant, which may be sensitive to changes
in temperature. In [73], the harmonic terms in the d-, q-axes flux linkages are iden-
tified by a Kalman filter and are stored as functions of the rotor angle. Once the
identification is carried out, the compensation period starts and the estimated flux
linkages are used to compensate the reference torque generated by the speed con-
troller. Unfortunately, this scheme requires accurate knowledge of the basic motor
parameters such as resistance and inductance, which are subjected to parameter
variations. In another scheme [74], a simple on-line torque ripple control loop is
applied to modify the output of the speed controller. The torque ripple signal in
this case is obtained from the measured speed ripple. Similarly, Choi et al [75]
computed the compensation reference torque by utilizing only the information of
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the speed ripple. The schemes that obtain the torque ripple signal via speed ripple
signal [74], [75] can be applied only in the low motor speed region. At high speeds,
the speed ripple is filtered off, and hence no information about torque pulsation
can be extracted from motor speed.
Different methodologies have been proposed for torque/flux estimation, and
all of them extract information from the electrical subsystem (i.e., current and volt-
age measurements) to estimate the complete torque waveform. This waveform is
then used as feedback signal for the torque controller. Quality of current measure-
ments enables accurate estimation, and control in the faster inner loop is effective in
regulation of the output torque to the ripple free reference. On the other hand, this
approach can be used only for those ripple components that are observable from
currents—cogging torque can not be minimized using this approach. An alterna-
tive method is by using a torque transducer, which has a high-bandwidth output,
to detect instantaneous torque signal. Nevertheless, this approach will increase the
overall cost of a drive system. According to Jahns [21], until now, there is no known
method that can completely and effectively minimize these torque ripples under all
conditions. As described above, most of the existing torque ripple minimization
schemes suffer the disadvantages of being too computationally demanding, involv-
ing complex motor design and construction or require exact knowledge of motor
parameters.
In this thesis, pulsating torque minimization schemes, using the concepts of
the learning variable structure control and the frequency-domain iterative learning
control, are presented. The learning controller overcomes the problems of previ-
ously published works such that it does not require much computational overhead,
is simple to implement, and does not require sufficiently accurate priori knowledge
of motor parameters. At this point, it would be useful to clarify that while the
learning controller does not require accurate knowledge of motor parameters, the
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torque estimator used in this work requires information of motor parameters. The
learning controller exploits the inherent periodicity of the torque (or speed) ripple
and suppresses them by learning the torque (or speed) ripple profiles and generat-
ing the optimal control signals to minimize them. The following section describes
the contributions of this thesis and gives a brief outline of the rest of the thesis.
1.5 Scope of the thesis
This thesis presents a pulsating torque minimization technique in the PMSM us-
ing either the learning variable structure control (LVSC) or frequency-domain it-
erative learning control (FILC) scheme. Both control methods are modified al-
gorithms based on iterative learning control (ILC), and designed for repeatable
control problems. The ILC is a control approach to the problem of improving the
tracking performance using previous experience in the face of design and modelling
uncertainties or system non-linearities in response to periodic disturbances. As the
pulsating torque is periodic in nature, and given the motor parameter uncertain-
ties and non-linearities, the learning control is intuitively an excellent technique to
achieve pulsating torque minimization.
Two compensation schemes employing either LVSC or FILC are proposed in
this thesis. They are:
• Torque control with LVSC pulsating torque compensation;
• Speed control with LVSC speed ripple compensation;
• Torque control with FILC pulsating torque compensation;
• Speed control with FILC speed ripple compensation.
In the torque control scheme, instantaneous torque signals are required as the
feedback to the controller. In our experimental set-up, although a high-bandwidth
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output (500 Hz) torque transducer is available to provide the instantaneous torque
signal, a torque estimator is still proposed to enhance the feasibility of scheme
implementation in industrial environment. The torque estimator is based on the
high gain flux observer proposed by Stotsky et al [76].
The applications of the proposed LVSC and FILC schemes on the PMSM
drive system are performed on computer simulation using MATLAB software. The
results are compared with the drive performance when using the conventional PI
controller. The simulation results are then verified experimentally by applying the
proposed schemes on a complete DSP-based PMSM drive system. The rest of this
thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 describes the mathematical model for the PMSM. The model of
the PMSM is described using two reference frames: the a-b-c reference frame and
the rotor reference frame (synchronously rotating d-q reference frame). Sources of
pulsating torque and their mathematical formulation are also presented.
Chapter 3 describes the LVSC and the FILC schemes. A brief analysis on the
establishment of both schemes are presented. Subsequently, the application of both
schemes in the PMSM drive to achieve pulsating torque minimization is explained.
This is followed by a description on the scheme to estimate the instantaneous torque
signal using the high gain flux estimator.
Chapter 4 presents the computer simulation results of the proposed LVSC and
FILC schemes. The simulation programs are written in MATLAB source codes.
Chapter 5 explains the implementation of the complete DSP-based PMSM
drive system. A description of the hardware and software realization of the PMSM
drive is also given.
Chapter 6 presents the experimental results of the proposed LVSC and FILC
schemes.
Chapter 7 concludes this thesis and provides scope for future work.
Chapter 2
Modelling of the PMSM
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the mathematical model of the PMSM is presented. First, the sta-
tor voltage, flux-linkage and electromagnetic torque equations are described and
their derivations are provided. The equations are expressed in two different refer-
ence frames: the a-b-c (stationary) stator reference frame and the d-q (synchronous
rotating) reference frame. Subsequently, a brief description and modelling of the
pulsating torque components are presented.
A 3-phase, 6-pole, 18-slot, surface-mounted, rare earth-type PMSM is used
in this research work. Fig. 2.1 shows the cross-sectional view of the PMSM. The
stator windings (labelled +a, −a, +b, −b, +c, −c) in the PMSM are identical
windings, displaced by 120◦. Ideally, they are sinusoidally distributed, each having
Ns equivalent turns per phase and phase resistance rs. High-energy NdFeB perma-
nent magnets are fixed on the rotor surface by strong epoxy glue. Electromagnetic
torque is produced by the interaction of the magnetic field of the permanent mag-
net rotor with the electromagnetic field generated by the rotating air-gap MMF
established by the currents in the stator windings.
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Figure 2.1: Cross-section of a 3-phase, 6-pole, 18-slot, surface-mounted PMSM
2.2 Machine Equations in the a-b-c Frame
In this section, the phase quantities of the stator currents, MMFs, voltages, flux-
linkages and electromagnetic torque are described. For simplicity in illustration, a
perfectly smooth air gap PMSM with symmetrical 2-pole, 3-phase stator windings is
described. Fig. 2.2 shows the cross-sectional view of the PMSM that is a simplified
representation of the PMSM shown in Fig. 2.1. The effects of slotting are neglected.
The rotor magnets are represented by a 2-pole permanent magnet. The stator
windings are shown as a single, multiple-turn full pitch coil. They represent the
distributed windings, which at every instant of time produce sinusoidal MMF waves
centered on the magnetic axes of the respective phases. From Fig. 2.2, θm is the
rotor angle, that is, the angle between the rotor flux axis and the stator a-phase
winding axis. The mechanical speed of the rotor is denoted by ωm and its positive
direction is assumed to be counter-clockwise in Fig. 2.2. The electromagnetic torque
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is denoted by τm and its positive direction is the same as rotor speed as shown in
Fig. 2.2. The stator voltage is supplied at a frequency fe, rotating at an angular
velocity, ωe = 2pife, and θe is the rotor electrical angle.
Figure 2.2: Cross-section of a 3-phase, 6-pole, 18-slot, surface-mounted PMSM
The following assumptions are made in the derivation of the mathematical
model:
1. saturation is neglected, that is, the magnetic system is operating in its linear
region,
2. the motor back-emf is sinusoidal, and
3. eddy currents and hysteresis losses are negligible.
If the stator windings are supplied by a system of 3-phase currents ias, ibs
and ics, which can vary arbitrarily in time but the neutral point is isolated, there
can be no zero-sequence currents. Thus,
i0s = ias + ibs + ics = 0, (2.1)
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where i0s is the instantaneous value of the zero-sequence stator currents.
In steady-state, when the currents are sinusoidal and form a 3-phase balanced
system, the phase currents can be expressed as:
ias = Is cos(ωet− φs)
ibs = Is cos(ωet− φs − 2pi/3)
ics = Is cos(ωet− φs − 4pi/3), (2.2)
where Is is the peak value of the stator current, φs is the phase angle between the
stator voltage and current and it is assumed that current is lagging the voltage
because of the resistive-inductive nature of the stator windings.
The rotating stator MMF established by the symmetrical 3-phase stator wind-






Is cos(ωet− φs − θm), (2.3)
where Nse = Nskws is the number of effective turns per phase in the stator winding,
Ns is the number of turns per phase in the stator winding, kws is the winding factor
and θm is the rotor angle previously described.
The stator phase voltages can be expressed in stator co-ordinates as:
vas = rsias +
dλas
dt
vbs = rsibs +
dλbs
dt




Equation (2.4) can be written in matrix form as:




where fabc = [ fas fbs fcs ]
T , f represents either the voltage, current or flux-
linkage vector and
rs =
 rs 0 00 rs 0
0 0 rs
 .
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Assuming that the permanent magnet rotor is a fictitious exciting coil with
a constant dc current if , self-inductance Lf and flux-linkage λf , the rotor voltage













rs 0 0 0
0 rs 0 0
0 0 rs 0














or in a concise form:











 , rt =

rs 0 0 0
0 rs 0 0
0 0 rs 0
0 0 0 0













The flux-linkage λt in (2.8) can be represented in terms of the inductances







La Mab Mac Maf
Mba Lb Mbc Mbf
Mca Mcb Lc Mcf








where Li (i = a, b, c) represents the stator i-phase self-inductance, Mij (i, j =
a, b, c) represents the mutual inductance between the stator i and j-phases while
Mfi and Mif (i = a, b, c) represent the mutual inductance between stator i-phase
and permanent magnet. Assuming linearity of the magnetic field, Mij = Mji
(i, j = a, b, c). Equation (2.9) can also be written as:
λt = Ltit, (2.10)
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La Mab Mac Maf
Mba Lb Mbc Mbf
Mca Mcb Lc Mcf
Mfa Mfb Mfc Lf
 .
Extracting the first three rows of the flux-linkage matrix from (2.9) yields the
flux linking the stator phases, λabcs: λasλbs
λcs
 =






 Maf ifMbf if
Mcf if
 . (2.11)
Denoting the flux-linkage between the stator phases and the permanent mag-
net rotor in (2.11) as λm:
λm =






For a 3-phase balanced system, λm can be represented by:
λm = λm
 sin(Ppθm)sin (Pp(θm − 2pi/3))
sin (Pp(θm + 2pi/3))
 , (2.13)
where Pp is the number of pole-pairs, and λm is the amplitude of the flux-linkage
established by the permanent magnet. For an ideally sinusoidal distributed sta-
tor winding, the flux-linkage between the stator and rotor is perfectly sinusoidal,
signifying that λm is a constant.
In the experimental PMSM, the rotor is assumed to be round with a uniform
air-gap. Therefore, the stator inductance matrix in (2.11) can be written as:
Ls =














where Lls and Lms represent the leakage and magnetizing inductances of the phases,
respectively. The diagonal terms of (Lls + Lms) represent the stator phase wind-
ing self-inductance Lss. The off-diagonal terms of −Lms2 represent the mutual in-
ductance component. This is because the mutual inductance between the stator
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windings displaced by 120◦ is (cos 120◦ × Lms), while if the stator windings were
aligned together the mutual inductance is equivalent to Lms.
In the PMSM, the rotor and the stator operate in synchronism. Hence, the
rotor rotates at the same angular speed corresponding to the stator supply fre-
quency fe. From now on, fe and ωe will be termed as synchronous frequency and
synchronous speed, respectively. Hence, the mechanical speed of the rotor is related
to the synchronous speed by:
ωe = Ppωm. (2.15)
Similarly, the mechanical angular position of the rotor is related to the elec-
trical angular position by:
θe = Ppθm. (2.16)
Finally, the electromagnetic torque τm can be calculated from the co-energy





where Wco is the co-energy of the magnetic system. As the magnetic system is













Using the definition of it and Lt in (2.8) and (2.10), (2.19) can be expanded
as:
τm = τcog + τself + τmut + τemf , (2.20)
where

















































τm is considered positive for motor action. τcog is cogging torque and is a
consequence of the variation of self-reluctance of the fictitious field coil as seen by
the stator slots. It is independent of stator excitation. τself and τmut are torque
components due to the variation of self and mutual inductances with θe, while τemf
is emf torque and is the product of the back-emf and stator currents. In the case
of PMSM, only τemf contributes significantly to the useful torque.
The motor torque, τm, is related to the mechanical speed of the motor, ωm,




+Bωm + τL, (2.25)
where J is the moment of inertia, B is the coefficient of friction and τL is the
mechanical load torque.
2.3 Machine Equations in the d-q Frame
In the previous section, the PMSM is modelled in the stationary a-b-c reference
frame. It can be seen from (2.13) that the stator-rotor mutual flux-linkage varies
with rotor position. This signifies that the motor model is non-linear since the
motor parameters (flux-linkages) are functions of the states of the motor (rotor
position) that vary in a non-linear manner with time. Therefore, it is advantageous
to perform a co-ordinate transformations of the motor phase quantities so that the
flux-linkages and other motor parameters in the transformed model are constant,
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and only the input variables such as voltages and currents vary with time. The











where fds, fqs and f0s are the direct, quadrature and zero-sequence quantities,
respectively. Equation (2.26) can be written in a more compact form of:
f dq0s =Kfabcs, (2.27)
where f represents any of the stator voltage, current or flux-linkage vector and K
is Park’s transformation matrix. Fig. 2.3 shows the trigonometric interpretation
of the change of stator variables using Park’s transformation. The directions of
fas, fbs and fcs shown in Fig. 2.3 are the positive direction of the magnetic axes
of the stator windings of phases a, b and c, respectively. The direction of fds is
designated to be the positive direction of the rotor permanent magnet flux, while
fqs leads fds by 90 electrical degrees. The zero-sequence variable, f0s, is zero for
balanced condition and will be neglected in the following analysis.
Applying Park’s transformation on the stator voltage equations in (2.5) yields
[78]:









































where Ld, Lq are the d- and q-axes self-inductances, Mdq and Mqd are the mutual
inductances between the d- and q-axes, Mdf and Mqf are the mutual inductances
between the d- or q-axis and permanent magnet.
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Figure 2.3: Trigonometric interpretation of the change of stator variables
Re-writing (2.28) in expanded form:
vds = rsids − ωeλqs + dλds
dt
(2.30)





λds = Ldids +Mdqiqs +Mdf if (2.32)
λqs = Mqdids + Lqiqs +Mqf if . (2.33)
The Park’s transformed inductances, in terms of their average and harmonics
components can be represented as [68]:
Ld = Ld0 + Ld6 cos 6θe + Ld12 cos 12θe + · · · (2.34)
Lq = Lq0 + Lq6 cos 6θe + Lq12 cos 12θe + · · · (2.35)
Mdq = Mdq6 sin 6θe +Mdq12 sin 12θe + · · · (2.36)
Mqd = Mqd6 sin 6θe +Mqd12 sin 12θe + · · · (2.37)
Mdf = Mdf0 +Mdf6 cos 6θe +Mdf12 cos 12θe + · · · (2.38)
Mqf = Mqf6 sin 6θe +Mqf12 sin 12θe + · · · (2.39)
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where Ld0, Ld6 and Ld12 (and Lq0, Lq6 and Lq12) are the fundamental, 6
th and 12th
harmonic components respectively, of the d- (and q-) axis motor self-inductance.
Similarly,Mdf0,Mdf6 andMdf12 (andMqf6,Mqf12) are the fundamental, 6
th and 12th
harmonic components respectively, of the d- (and q-) axis motor mutual inductance.
These harmonic components indicate the extent to which the motor self and mutual
inductances vary with rotor position. In surface mounted PMSMs, the effective air
gap length is constant (in contrast, the effective air gap length in buried PMSMs
varies with rotor position). The variation of the inductance with respect to rotor
position is small implying that saliency is negligible. Therefore, the synchronous
inductance is constant and independent of rotor position i.e. Ls = Ld = Lq.
Furthermore, because of the large air gap, the synchronous inductance is small and
the effects of the inductance harmonics and armature reaction are negligible [32].
It can therefore be assumed that Ld = Ld0 = Lq = Lq0 and Mdq =Mqd = 0.
Therefore, neglecting cogging torque, the electromagnetic torque in (2.20) can




Pp (ψdiqs − ψqids) , (2.40)
where ψd and ψq are the d- and q-axes flux-linkage between the stator and PM
rotor, respectively, and
ψd = Mdf if (2.41)
ψq = Mqf if . (2.42)
From [63], as there is no resultant flux-linkage between the q-axis and the
PM rotor, thus ψq = 0. Therefore, substituting (2.32)-(2.39) into (2.30) and (2.31)
yields the following stator voltage equations:
vds = rsids + Ld0
d
dt
ids − ωeLq0iqs (2.43)
vqs = rsiqs + Lq0
d
dt
iqs + ωeLd0ids + ωeψd. (2.44)
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Applying the method of field-oriented control [6], ids is controlled to zero and





2.4 Modelling of Pulsating Torque
The issue of pulsating torque in the PMSM, together with a review of the pulsating
torque minimization techniques has been described in Chapter 1. As mentioned
earlier, torque pulsations in the PMSM owe their origin to the PM motor design
and construction, and the drive system. In this section, pulsating torque due to
cogging, harmonics in the stator–permanent magnet flux-linkage, dc offset in stator
current and current scaling error are described and modelled.
2.4.1 Cogging torque
Cogging torque, τcog, is produced in the PMSM by the magnetic attraction be-
tween the rotor-mounted permanent magnet and the stator teeth, where the rotor-
generated magnetic flux seeks a minimum reluctance path to the stator. Cogging
torque is independent of stator excitation, as can be seen from (2.21). Fig. 2.4
illustrates the production of cogging torque. In Fig. 2.4 (a), the permanent magnet
is aligned with the maximum amount of stator teeth. In this position, the circum-
ferential attractive forces produced by the magnetic flux entering the stator teeth
cancel out and therefore, no net τcog is produced. However, in Fig. 2.4 (b), the
rotor has been slightly tilted in the anti-clockwise direction. The circumferential
attractive forces do not completely cancel so as to re-align the rotor to where the
magnetic path between the north pole of the magnet and the stator tooth has a
minimum reluctance (minimum air-gap length). Therefore, a net τcog is produced
in the clockwise direction. Here, τcog is negative in direction as it tries to return
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the rotor to the position as shown in Fig. 2.4 (a).
Figure 2.4: Cogging torque production. (a) Net τcog = 0; (b) Net τcog 6= 0.
Analytical modelling of cogging torque is challenging. By far, the most pop-
ular approach of numerically calculating the cogging torque is by finite element
analysis [79]. In this section, a simple model of the cogging torque is presented.
Cogging torque experienced by the kth stator tooth of an unskewed PMSM can be




τn sin [nP (θm − kθs)] , k = 0, 1, · · · , Ns − 1 (2.46)
where n is the per-tooth harmonic index of the cogging torque, P is the number
of magnet poles, Ns is the number of stator slots and θs is the angular slot pitch





Because the net cogging torque is an algebraic sum, the per-tooth harmonic
index n that appear in the net cogging torque satisfies the relationship:
cd(nP,Ns) = Ns, (2.48)
where cd(x, y) is the common divisor of x and y.
The experimental PMSM has 6 magnet poles and 18 stator slots. Thus,
applying P = 6 and Ns = 18 into (2.48) yields n ∈ {3, 6, 9, · · · }. From (2.46) and











In most cases, only the first harmonic at n = 3 contributes significantly to
cogging torque while the higher order harmonics (n = 6, 9, · · · ) can be neglected
[37], [60]. Therefore, (2.49) can be simplified to:
τcog = τ3Θ3 sin(18θm). (2.51)
From (2.16), θe = 3θm hence,
τcog = τcogpk sin(6θe) = τcogpk sin(6ωet), (2.52)
where τcogpk is the cogging torque amplitude.
Therefore, in the experimental PMSM, cogging torque occurs at a frequency
6 times the synchronous frequency fe. Cogging torque can be reduced via proper
motor design and its effect is significant at only low speeds. In this work, it is
assumed that cogging torque in the PMSM has been sufficiently reduced by proper
motor design and construction.
2.4.2 Torque ripple due to back-emf harmonics
In the PMSM, harmonics of the back-emf is the most significant contributing factor
to the production of torque ripples. As explained in the previous chapter, a non-
perfectly sinusoidal distributed stator windings results in the stator-rotor mutual









are non-zero values. Hence, the stator-rotor flux-linkage λm
is no longer constant and consists of higher order harmonics. This results in phase
back-emfs that are not perfectly sinusoidal. In stationary coordinates, the phase-a
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= M1 sin θe +M3 sin(3θe) +M5 sin(5θe) +M7 sin(7θe) · · · , (2.53)
where λaf is the flux linking stator phase-a and the permanent magnet as given
in (2.12). Eb and Ec are similar to (2.53) but phase shifted by −2pi/3 and −4pi/3
respectively. Assuming purely sinusoidal stator phase currents expressed in (2.2)
and neglecting τcog, τself and τmut, the motor torque comprises only τemf . Thus, it
can be expressed from (2.24) as [22]:














Equations (2.54)-(2.57) describe the ripple torque due to back-emf harmonics
in terms of quantities in the a-b-c frame. In the d-q frame, the ripple torque is
described in the following.
In the presence of harmonics in the stator-rotor flux-linkage, from (2.38)
and (2.41), the expression for the d-axis flux-linkage between the stator and rotor
becomes [63]:
ψd = Ψd0 +Ψd6 cos 6θe +Ψd12 cos 12θe + · · · , (2.58)
where Ψd0 =Mdf0if , Ψd6 = (6Mqf6 +Mdf6)if and Ψd12 = (12Mqf6 +Mdf12)if .




Ppiqs (Ψd0 +Ψd6 cos 6θe +Ψd12 cos 12θe + · · · ) (2.59)





Ppiqs (Ψd0 +Ψd6 cos 6ωet+Ψd12 cos 12ωet+ · · · ) . (2.60)
Equations (2.54) and (2.60) show that the torque ripple due to back-emf
harmonics is of 6, 12, · · · times of the synchronous frequency fe.
Fig. 2.5 shows the back-emf of the PMSM used in experimental study when
the motor is operated at a speed of 500 rpm. It can be found that odd harmonic
components do exist, which are one of the major sources contributing to torque
pulsations.
Figure 2.5: Frequency spectrum of steady-state speed response without compensa-
tion under the heavy load.
2.4.3 Torque ripple due to dc offset current error
Stator currents needed for control are measured with current sensors and trans-
formed into digital form via low-pass filters and A/D converters. Since the positive
and negative dc supply voltage of the current sensor may be unbalanced, and the
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current measurement path contains many analog devices, dc offset is an inevitable
problem [80], [81].
In the case of a Y-connected PMSM without any neutral point connection, it
is sufficient to measure only 2-phase currents for vector control. Assuming phases
a and b currents are measured, the measured phase currents can be expressed as:
ias−M = ias +∆ias
ibs−M = ibs +∆ibs, (2.61)
where ∆ias and ∆ibs are the dc offset error in phases a and b, respectively.
Similarly, denoting ∆ids and ∆iqs as the dc offset terms in d-q frame, the
corresponding measured currents in d-q frame are:
ids−M = ids +∆ids
iqs−M = iqs +∆iqs, (2.62)





























Assuming perfect tracking of the currents, the measured currents exactly
follow their reference values:
ids−M = i∗ds
iqs−M = i∗qs, (2.66)
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qs are the reference d and q-axis currents, respectively.
The effects of ∆ids on the d-axis stator flux-linkage, λds, can be neglected
since the synchronous inductance in the PMSM is small, hence from (2.32), the
product of the small variation in ids with Ld is insignificant compared with the
relatively larger stator-rotor flux-linkage, ψd (or Mdf if ). However, ∆iqs affects the
output torque. From (2.45) and (2.67):
τm = Kt(i
∗
qs −∆iqs) = τ ∗m −∆τm. (2.68)







bs sin(θe + ϕ). (2.69)
Denoting θe by ωet, (2.69) shows that offset current error gives rise to a torque
oscillation at the synchronous frequency fe.
2.4.4 Torque ripple due to current scaling error
Another source of torque pulsations that arises from current measurement error is
the current scaling error. The outputs of the current sensors have to be scaled to
match the input voltage range of the A/D converter. This initial scaling is done
via hardware electronic circuits. After the current signals have been converted into
digital form, the controller re-scales the value of the A/D output to obtain the
actual values of the phase currents. Implementation of a perfect scaling factor is
virtually impossible, hence, scaling error of the currents is inevitable.
Again, assuming perfect current tracking as in (2.66), the measured phase
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currents are:
ias−M = i∗as = Is cos θe
ibs−M = i∗bs = Is cos(θe − 2pi/3) (2.70)
Denoting the scaling factors of the phases a and b currents as Ka and Kb,





Is cos(θe − 2pi/3)
Kb
(2.71)
From similar analysis as in the current offset error in (2.64), the corresponding
error due to current scaling in the q-axis current is:




[i∗as cos θe + i
∗




















































Again denoting θe by ωet, (2.73) shows that the scaling error causes the torque
error to oscillate at twice the fundamental frequency 2fe.
2.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, a detailed modelling of the PMSM in two different reference frames
has been presented. In addition, modelling of the pulsating torques in the PMSM
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is also described. It has been shown that the cogging torque produces torque pul-
sations of frequency 6, 12, · · · times of the fundamental stator excitation frequency
fe. Similarly, torque ripple due to back-emf harmonics are also of the order 6,
12, · · · times of fe. Errors in current measurement also give rise to torque ripple:
the dc offset error generates a torque ripple of frequency that is equal to fe while
current scaling error produces a torque ripple at frequency twice that of fe. Pulsat-
ing torques that are due to cogging and back-emf harmonics originate inherently
within the PMSM, and are the main sources of torque pulsations in the PMSM.
They are termed as primary phenomena. Conversely, the other torque pulsations
such as current offset and scaling error originate from the drive system; hence, they
are termed as secondary phenomena.
As described in Chapter 1, it is desirable to get a constant motor torque at the
output. Therefore, it is necessary to compensate those torque pulsations by some
means, which is the topic of research and is discussed in the following chapters.
Chapter 3




In this chapter, the novel concepts of applying the learning variable structure con-
trol (LVSC) and the frequency-domain iterative learning control (FILC) to achieve
pulsating torque minimization in the PMSM are presented. Both algorithms are
modifications of the basic iterative learning control (ILC). To minimize torque pul-
sations in PMSM described in the previous chapter, current practice in many cases
is by the way of meticulous design and construction of the motor, or off-line deter-
mination of the optimal stator current waveform. Here, learning control appears
to be a judicious natural approach to achieve pulsating torque minimization, since
it use the periodic nature of the torque pulsations as a function of rotor position
in electrical angle. The control action in each cycle is based on the difference be-
tween the instantaneous motor torque (or speed) and the desired torque (or speed)
in the previous cycle. Unlike in the other pulsating torque minimization schemes
described in Chapter 1, this control scheme does not require exact detailed knowl-
edge of the disturbance model and motor parameters. Therefore, this approach
has significant practical advantages over the other proposed schemes, since ac-
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curate system modelling and identification are likely to be inaccurate and very
costly to obtain experimentally for industrial use. Furthermore, the LVSC and the
FILC schemes can be implemented in the existing field-oriented control based drive
scheme without any extra hardware modifications on the system. From the point
of view of system requirement, both control schemes can be easily applied without
any additional cost or any significant increase in computation time.
Section 3.2 gives a brief introduction of the basic ILC scheme, which is the
fundamental concept for the LVSC and the FILC schemes proposed later. The
algorithms and applications of the LVSC and the FILC schemes are described in
Section 3.3 and Section 3.4, respectively. As the proposed method of pulsating
torque minimization using the LVSC or the FILC requires feedback of the instan-
taneous torque signal, an on-line torque estimator is also proposed in Section 3.5.
Finally, Section 3.6 concludes this chapter.
3.2 The Basic Iterative Learning Control
ILC is a relatively new approach to the problem of improving the tracking perfor-
mance using previous experience in the face of design and modelling uncertainties
or system non-linearities in response to periodic disturbances in the input. Origi-
nally developed by Arimoto et al [82], learning control is an iterative approach to
generate the optimal system input so that the system output is as close as possible
to the desired one. Much work has been done in recent years on the application of
the ILC in servomechanism systems for industrial applications, especially in robotic
manipulators [82], [83], [84], mechanical processes such as metal rolling [85] and
chemical processes [86].
Before presenting the concepts of LVSC and FILC, it is necessary to introduce
the basic theory of ILC, since both algorithms are developed based on this learning
theory. The basic idea of the ILC is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. From the figure, each
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time the system operates, input to the system, ui−1, is stored in the memory, along
with the resulting system output error, ∆yi−1. The learning controller evaluates the
system error as compared to the desired signal yd and then computes a new input,
ui, which is stored for use in the next cycle of operation. The new input ui is chosen
such that it guarantees the performance error will be reduced in the next iteration.
Thus, given the previous input ui−1, output yi−1 and desired output yd, the task
of the learning control is to specify the function F (ui−1,∆yi−1) for generating the
next input ui, such that convergence to the desired output is achieved.
Figure 3.1: Iterative learning control configuration
The convergence property of the learning control algorithm would require a
minimal (partial) knowledge of the system parameters and is independent on the
desired output yd. Therefore, simply by using input-output data obtained from ac-
tual plant operation, the ILC can derive the optimal control input for any desired
response. Furthermore, as only partial knowledge of the system parameters is re-
quired, the ILC works well even in the presence of system parameter uncertainties.
In the PMSM system, “partial” knowledge of system parameters: the motor flux
linkage ψd and the range over which it may vary is required to compute the learning
gain. An accurate value of the motor flux linkage ψd is not required. This is the pri-
mary difference between learning control and pre-programmed current excitation
(optimal control method) described in Chapter 1. In the pre-programmed current
excitation method, the optimal input is computed by using an accurate model of
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the system. In optimal control techniques, inaccurate knowledge of motor param-
eters or presence of error in the modelling will lead to poor control performance.
However, those shortcomings do not affect the ILC scheme and this is why the ILC
has gained importance for industrial usage.
For a qualitative description of the ILC operation, the following non-linear,
time-varying dynamic system is considered [87]:
x˙(t) = a (x(t), t) + b(t)u(t) + η(t) (3.1)
y(t) = c (x(t), t) + ξ(t) (3.2)
where x(t) ∈ R, u(t) ∈ R, y(t) ∈ R for all t ∈ [0, T ], T being the time period
of the desired output. The functions a ∈ R, b ∈ R are piecewise continuous in
t and c ∈ R is differentiable in x and t. η(t) ∈ R refers to some unstructured
uncertainties due to the state perturbations, un-modelled dynamics or repetitive
disturbances, while ξ(t) ∈ R denotes the random output measurement noises. The
fundamental principles that underlie the concept of learning control are described
by the following postulates:
A1: Each operation ends in a finite time duration T > 0.
A2: A desired output trajectory yd(t) is given a priori for t ∈ [0, T ].
A3: The system must start with the same initial condition throughout repeated
iterations, where i is the iteration number and i = 1, 2, 3, · · · .
A4: Invariance of the system dynamics is ensured throughout repeated iterations.
This implies that, from (3.1) and (3.2), if η(t) = 0, given a realizable output
trajectory yd(t) and an appropriate initial condition x0, there exists a unique
control input ud(t) that generates the desired torque for the PMSM.
A5: Each output trajectory yi−1(t) can be measured without noise, i.e. ξ = 0 and
thereby the error signal yd(t)− yi−1(t) can be used in the construction of the
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next command input.
A6: The input command of the ith cycle, ui(t), is composed of a simple and fixed
recursive law, ui(t) = F (ui−1(t), yd(t)− yi−1(t)), where F is a function of the
(i− 1)th input ui−1(t) and the (i− 1)th cycle error yd(t)− yi−1(t).
Postulates A3 - A5 are somewhat strict requirements that are practically un-
achievable under experimental conditions. However, with the introduction of the
forgetting factor (which is discussed in greater detail later), those requirements can
be relaxed to some extent.
Typically, the most basic form of the recursive learning law is expressed as:
ui(t) = ui−1(t) + Γei−1(t) (3.3)
where
ei−1(t) = yd(t)− yi−1(t) (3.4)
and Γ ∈ R is the positive definite learning gain; ui(t) and ui−1(t) are the control
inputs of the current and previous cycles respectively; ei−1(t) is the tracking error
of the previous cycle.
For convergence of the output trajectory to the desired one, i.e. as |ei−1| → 0
as i→∞, the following criterion must hold [87]:
|1− cbΓ| < 1 (3.5)
As previously described, only a partial knowledge of cb (in (3.1) and (3.2)) is
required such that the learning gain Γ can be chosen to meet condition (3.5).
However, the basic P-type learning algorithm as given in (3.3) is not robust
to perturbation from the initial state or output errors. By introducing a forgetting
factor α in the learning process, the robustness of the P-type ILC in the presence
of initialization errors, fluctuations of the plant dynamics and measurement noise
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is increased. This has been rigorously proven mathematically as well as via exper-
imental studies by Arimoto et al [88]-[91]. Therefore, with the forgetting factor,
the learning law in (3.3) is modified to:
ui(t) = (1− α)ui−1(t) + Γei−1(t) (3.6)
where 0 < α < 1. Correspondingly, postulates A3 - A5 are relaxed to some extent
as in the following:
A3’: Repeatability of the initial condition is satisfied within an allowable level of
deviation, i.e., xi(0)− x0(0) = δi, |δi| ≤ ε1 for some small ε1 > 0.
A4’: An allowable level of fluctuations ηi(t) in the system dynamics must satisfy
the condition |ηi|∞ ≤ ε2 for some small ε2 > 0.
A5’: Each output trajectory yi−1(t) can be measured within a small specified noise
level ξi−1(t), i.e., ei−1(t) = yd(t) − [yi−1(t) + ξi−1(t)] where |ξi−1|∞ ≤ ε3 for
some small ε3 > 0.
Nevertheless, while introduction of the forgetting factor provides additional
robustness to the ILC scheme as described above, it is worthwhile to note that
convergence of the output trajectory is limited to an α neighborhood of the desired
one. To avoid the saturation of convergence due to the forgetting factor, frequency-
domain iterative learning control (FILC) method based-on Fourier series expansion
has been proposed in the later section.
Another factor to be considered in the application of the ILC in the PMSM is
that the ILC employing previous cycle feedback (PCF) algorithm is essentially an
open-loop control, thus it may be sensitive to small random perturbations or initial
state resetting error [92], [93]. To overcome this shortcoming, the present error
signal (i.e. current cycle feedback, CCF) is included in the learning law, without
affecting the convergence properties of the ILC. In this circumstance, convergence
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is solely determined by the PCF part, while the CCF part merely increases the
stability of the ILC against random error signals. Therefore, modifying (3.6) yields
the P-type ILC employing combined PCF and CCF technique that can be written
as:
ui(t) = (1− α)ui−1(t) + Γei−1(t) + Φei(t) (3.7)
Figure 3.2 shows the schematic diagram of the learning control scheme expressed
in (3.7).
Figure 3.2: Iterative learning control configuration
The following section presents configurations and applications of the learn-
ing variable structure control (LVSC) and the frequency-domain iterative learning
control (FILC) schemes, both of which are modified algorithms based on the basic
concept of iterative learning control.
3.3 Configuration and Application of LVSC
Since both the LVSC and the FILC control strategies are modifications based
on the basic ILC concept, similarly, they are designed for a repeatable control
environment. A repeatable control system will repeat itself over a finite interval
with respect to the given tracking target. In the learning variable structure control
(LVSC) scheme, iterative learning control (ILC) is combined with variable structure
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control (VSC) to improve robustness, while the frequency-domain iterative learning
control (FILC) scheme is proposed to solve the problem caused by the introduction
of forgetting factor α. In this section, the configuration and application of LVSC
are explained in detail, and the FILC algorithm is described in the next section.
3.3.1 Problem formulation and LVSC configuration
The novel concept of learning variable structure control has been first systematically
presented by Xu et al in [94]. Learning variable structure control is the synthesis
of variable structure control (VSC) and iterative learning control. While VSC is
used as usual to deal with system uncertainties, a learning mechanism is incorpo-
rated to learn the equivalent control required by the control task in a repetitive
manner. In a sense, VSC provides feedback and the learning mechanism realizes
feed-forward compensation. However, this type of feed-forward compensation is
completely different from other feed-forward compensation approaches in that it
only uses past control input and tracking error sequences to approximate the equiv-
alent control. Owing to this important feature, the learning process is much less
model-dependent, which is a strong desirable characteristic for any feed-forward
compensation approach.
3.3.1.1 Problem formulation
Repeatable tracking control tasks
Consider an nth order deterministic nonlinear uncertain dynamical system
described by {
x˙j = xj+1
x˙n = f(x, t) + b(x, t)u
(3.8)
where x = [x1, · · · , xn]T ∈ X ⊆ Rn is the physically measurable state vector; u is
the control input; f(x, t) and b(x, t) are nonlinear uncertain functions.
Given a finite initial state xi(0) and a finite time interval [0, T ] where i de-
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notes the iteration sequence, the control objective is to design a VSC combined with
iterative learning such that, as i→∞, the system state xi of the nonlinear uncer-
tain system (3.8) tracks the desired trajectory xd = [xd,1, · · · , xd,n]T ∈ XD ⊆ Rn,
where xd ∈ C1([0, T ]) and is generated by the following dynamics over [0, T ]{
x˙d,j = xd,j+1
x˙d,n = β(xd, t) + r(t)
(3.9)
where β(xd, t) ∈ C(XD × [0, T ]) is a known function and r(t) ∈ C([0, T ]) is a ref-
erence input. xd ∈ C1([0, T ]) ensures xd ∈ C([0, T ]), x˙d ∈ C([0, T ]) and therefore
xd ∈ B([0, T ]) and x˙d ∈ B([0, T ]) as [0, T ] is a finite interval. As part of the
repeatability condition, the initial states xi(0) = xd(0) is available for all trials.
Switching surface
The switching surface of a basic VSC is defined as
σi = (xd,n − xi,n) +
n−1∑
j=1
αj(xd,j − xi,j) = αT (xd − xi) (3.10)
where αT = [α1, · · · , αn−1, 1] and αj(j = 1, · · · , n− 1) are chosen coefficients such
that the polynomial sn−1 + αn−1sn−2 + αn−2sn−3 + · · · + α1 is Hurwitz and s is a
Laplace operator.
Assumptions
To derive an equivalent control, the following assumptions are proposed:
A1: f(x, t) is bounded by a known bounding function fmax(x, t), i.e., |f(x, t)| ≤
fmax(x, t) while b(x, t) is positive definite which is lower bounded by a known
bounding function bmin(x, t) and is also upper bounded, i.e., 0 < b ≤ bmin(x, t) ≤
b(x, t) ≤ b for some positive constants b, b and ∀(x, t) ∈ X× [0, T ]. It implies
that b−1(x, t)f(x, t) is also bounded as |b−1(x, t)f(x, t)| ≤ b−1min(x, t)fmax(x, t).
The bounding functions fmax(x, t) and bmin(x, t) belong to B(X × [0, T ]) ∩
C(X × [0, T ]).
A2: ∀h ∈ f, b, h(x, t) ∈ C(X × [0, T ]) and h(x, t) satisfies the globally Lipschitz
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condition, ‖h(x1, t)− h(x2, t)‖ ≤ lh‖x1(t)− x2(t)‖, ∀t ∈ [0, T ], ∀x1,x2 ∈ X
and for a positive constant lh <∞.
Equivalent control
Differentiating (3.10) with respect to time results
σ˙i = (x˙d,n − x˙i,n) +
n−1∑
j=1
αj(xd,j+1 − xi,j+1) (3.11)




αj(xd,j+1 − xi,j+1) + β(xd, t) + r(t)− fi − biui
= gi − fi − biui (3.12)
where fi
.
= f(xi, t), bi
.




j=1 αj(xd,j+1−xi,j+1)+ gd, gd .= β(xd, t)+
r(t). According to (3.12), making σ˙i = 0 obtains xi(t) = xd(t), ∀t ∈ [0, T ] and
gives the following expression for the equivalent control
ueq = b
−1
i (gi − fi) = b−1d (gd − fd), (3.13)
where bd
.
= b(xd, t), fd
.
= f(xd, t). Since xd ∈ B([0, T ]), then gd ∈ B([0, T ]) as
β(xd, t) ∈ C(XD × [0, T ]), r(t) ∈ C([0, T ]) and [0, T ] is a finite interval. According
to A1, b−1d ≤ b−1 and xd ∈ B([0, T ]) ensures fd ∈ B([0, T ]), hence ueq ∈ B([0, T ]).
3.3.1.2 LVSC configuration
The proposed LVSC has a very simple structure consisting of two components in
additive form: a standard switching control mechanism based on the known upper
bounds using a continuous smoothing function, and a learning mechanism which
simply adds up past VSC sequence. The LVSC is given below
ui = uv,i + u
∗sat(ul,i−1, u∗), ul,0 = 0 (3.14)
uv,i = ζσi + ρsat(σi, ε) (3.15)
ul,i = uv,i + u
∗sat(ul,i−1, u∗) (3.16)





m/n |m| ≤ n
sgn(m) |m| > n (3.17)
where ζ, ρ, ε and u∗ are positive-definite constants. u∗ is a sufficiently large constant
such that
u∗ ≥ |ueq(t)| (3.18)
for the whole interval t ∈ [0, T ] to ensure the learnability. Note that u∗ can be
either decided from the real limitation of the physical process, or simply chosen to
be an arbitrarily large but finite virtual bound which does not affect the VSC part.
Equation (3.15) is a VSC law which replaces the signum function sgn(σi) with the
saturation function sat(σi, ε) to eliminate chattering. Since uv,i is continuous with
respect to σi, gi, bmin(xi, t) and fmax(xi, t), bmin(xi, t) ∈ C(X×[0, T ]), fmax(xi, t) ∈
C(X × [0, T ]) according to A1, σi ∈ C(X × [0, T ]), gi ∈ C(X × [0, T ]) as xd ∈
C([0, T ]), hence uv,i ∈ C(X × [0, T ]).
Since bd 6= 0, it can be shown by (3.13) that, if β(xd, t) + r(t)− f(xd, t) 6= 0,
then ueq 6= 0. It is impossible to generate ueq by using the VSC law (3.15), since
when xi → xd, σi → 0, then uv,i → 0 6= ueq. To produce ueq or to achieve perfect
tracking using a smooth control input, (3.16) introduces the simple structure of
the proposed learning control ul,i. This learning control signal is the same as the
final control output ui, and it comprises the learning control signal of the previous
iteration ul,i−1 and the current iteration VSC output uv,i. As i→∞, uv,i → 0 and
ul,i(= ui)→ ueq.
3.3.1.3 Fourier series based iterative learning
In this subsection, we further address important issues arising from practical consid-
erations and implement learning control in frequency domain by means of Fourier
series expansion. First, it should be noted that the repeatability of the control envi-
ronment implies only countable integer frequencies being involved in the equivalent
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control profile, this ensures the implementability of constructing componentwise
learning in frequency domain. Secondly, nowadays all advanced control approaches
have to be implemented using microprocessing technology. According to the sam-
pling theory, LVSC needs only to learn a finite number of frequencies limited by
one half of the sampling frequency ωs = 2pi/Ts where Ts is the sampling interval.
Any attempt to learn and manipulate frequencies above that limit will be com-
pletely meaningless. Thirdly, most real systems can be characterized as low-pass
filter because their bandwidth is much lower than the sampling frequency. It is
sufficient for LVSC to take into account only a small portion of Fourier series in
such cases.
The final control signal ui is utilized as q-axis reference compensation current
and is required to compensate the harmonic components of no more than the
12th order of the synchronous frequency. In the experimental investigations, the
highest synchronous frequency is 5 Hz when motor is operated at 100 rpm. This
is because torque pulsations will automatically be filtered by the inertia, when
motor is operated at speeds higher than 100 rpm. There is need to compensate
these torque pulsations if they cannot be reflected in motor speed. Therefore,
the spectrum of ueq, σi, uv,i, ul,i and u
∗sat(ul,i−1, u∗) is located in relatively low
frequency band (ωb = 2pi×5× 12 = 377 rad/sec) comparing to sampling frequency
(ωs = 2pi/Ts = 2pi/(2.5 × 10−4) = 2.51 × 104 rad/sec). This means ωb < ωs/2,
consequently, ueq, σi, uv,i, ul,i and u
∗sat(ul,i−1, u∗) can be expressed in the following







u∗sat(ul,i−1, u∗) = ΨT νˆi
(3.19)














Ψ = [ 0.5 cosωt cos 2ωt · · · cosNωt
sinωt sin 2ωt · · · sinNωt ]T
Ψ1 = [ 1 cosωt cos 2ωt · · · cosNωt






The frequency domain learning law can be obtained from (3.16) and (3.19)
as
νi = νˆi−1 + θi (3.22)
Since ueq is invariant over every iteration, each element of ν is constant. The
frequency domain learning law (3.22) produces estimate νi which converges to ν
as i→∞. Fig. 3.3 shows Fourier transformation of the learning control signal, in
which ul,i is the original signal without process, and u¯l,i is the final control signal
after transformation.
Figure 3.3: Block diagram of Fourier transformation of the learning control signal
The main advantage of Fourier series based learning is the enhancement of
LVSC robustness and the improvement of tracking performance. Note that there al-
ways exist system noise or other small non-repeatable factors even in a repeatability
dominant control environment. Accumulation of those tiny components contained
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in control sequence uv,i and tracking error sequence σi may degrade the approx-
imation precision of learning control sequence ul,i. Fourier series based learning
mechanism, on the other hand, updates coefficients νi, νˆi−1 and θi of the learnt
frequency components Ψ and those coefficients are calculated according to (3.20)
which takes integration of control sequence uv,i and tracking error sequence σi over
the entire control interval [0, T ]. In the sequel, the integration process (3.20) and
(3.21) plays the role of an averaging operation on the two noisy sequences uv,i and
σi and is able to remove the majority of those high frequency components.
3.3.2 Application of LVSC on the PMSM drive system
In this subsection, the LVSC schemes used for learning the desired stator current
waveform for pulsating torque minimization are described. As the torque pulsations
are of concern only in steady-state operation of the motor, the LVSC is applied only
when the motor reaches steady state. Two different LVSC compensating schemes
are presented: one for minimizing the pulsating torque and the other for minimizing
the speed ripples.
3.3.2.1 Torque control with LVSC pulsating torque compensation scheme
In this torque control scheme as illustrated in Fig. 3.4, there is no outer closed-loop
speed controller. The reference torque τ ∗m is taken as the input command. The drive
scheme is basically a torque controller employing current-regulated PWM with si-
nusoidal current reference (CRPWM) with an additional LVSC controller that is
responsible for shaping the optimal reference current profile to reduce the pulsating
torque components. When the LVSC system is deactivated, only sinusoidal phase
currents from power source are injected into the plant. When the LVSC system
is activated, using the error signal between the desired and instantaneous motor
torque, the LVSC torque controller learns and then generates the desired equivalent
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control ueq, i.e. compensating current profile i
∗
qs−2 of appropriate magnitude and
phase corresponding to the pulsating torque components. This additional reference
current is then added to the constant reference current i∗qs−1. This process is per-
formed iteration by iteration and consequently, the pulsating torque components
reduce in magnitude as the number of iteration increases, resulting in a smoother
motor torque that tracks the constant reference torque τ ∗m. The torque control
scheme needs instantaneous torque information as the feedback signal, which can
be obtained either from a high-bandwidth torque transducer output or from an
on-line torque estimator implemented in software. A more detailed description of
the on-line torque estimator is presented in Section 3.5.
Figure 3.4: Configuration for LVSC torque control scheme
In this scheme, the design of the learning system is performed using electrical
angle θe instead of time t as the iteration axis. This is more appropriate because
torque pulsations occur at frequencies of integer multiples of the fundamental elec-
trical frequency fe (synchronous frequency) as presented in the previous chapter.
Besides, without the outer speed control loop, the motor speed can not be strictly
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kept constant, which makes it difficult to find a fixed time interval as the learning
period, T . Therefore, the learning period for torque scheme is taken as the period
of one electrical cycle or 2pi electrical radians, while in the speed scheme time t is
still used as the iteration axis.
To develop the controller, first, the total motor torque described in Chapter




Ppψdiqs + τcog + τ∆i (3.23)
where τcog and τ∆i are the torque ripples due to cogging and current measurement
error, respectively. As these torque ripples are independent of iqs, the linear current-
torque relationship results in a switching surface of relative degree 0:
σi(θe) = τ
∗
m − τm,i(θe) (3.24)
In the analysis, perfect tracking of the inner loop current controller is as-
sumed:
i∗qs,i(θe) = iqs,i(θe) (3.25)
Therefore, the task for the LVSC controller is to modify the profile of i∗qs,i(θe) such
that τm,i(θe)→ τ ∗m when i→∞, and the LVSC controller becomes:
ui = uv,i + u
∗sat(ul,i−1, u∗)
= ζσi + ρsat(σi, ε) + u
∗sat(ui−1, u∗)
⇓
i∗qs−2,i = ζ1σi + ρ1sat(σi, ε1) + u
∗sat(i∗qs−2,i−1, u
∗) (3.26)
where ζ1 and ρ1 are positive coefficients which can be set to ensure robustness of
the VSC. u∗ can be defined equal to 10 or above, which is the upper bound value
of the q-axis current to ensure the learnability.
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3.3.2.2 Closed-loop PI speed control with LVSC speed ripple compen-
sation
In the previously described scheme, LVSC is applied in the torque control loop to
minimize the pulsating torque. The direct consequence of the torque pulsations is
the presence of ripples in the speed. In this scheme, the LVSC is employed in the
speed control loop with the objective of minimizing these speed ripples. Compared
with the torque ripple minimization scheme previously described, this scheme has
the advantage that it does not require the use of the torque estimator or torque
transducer since no direct torque control is performed. Therefore, it is relatively
simple and easily implementable.
The closed-loop speed control with LVSC speed ripple compensation scheme
is shown in Fig. 3.5. This scheme is essentially a conventional closed-loop PI
speed control scheme with an additional LVSC speed ripple compensator applied in
parallel with the PI speed controller. The input to the speed controller is the speed
error ω∗m − ωm. In order to maintain the speed at or around the speed set-point,
the PI speed controller generates the desired torque signal, τ ∗m (which results in the




a certain extent, the PI speed controller compensates speed ripples. However, the
PI speed controller has a limited bandwidth and it cannot fully reject the periodic
speed ripples. Therefore, a significant amount of residual speed ripples still exist in
the conventional closed-loop control system. With LVSC compensation, using the
error signal between the desired and instantaneous motor speed, the LVSC speed
controller learns and then generates the desired compensating current profile, i∗qs−2,
to neutralize the speed ripple components. This additional reference current, i∗qs−2,
is added to i∗qs−1, resulting in the final q-axis reference current i
∗
qs. This iterative
correction is applied repeatedly cycle by cycle, with each cycle having a period
of one electrical cycle or a period of fixed time interval (because speed is kept
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constant in closed-loop speed control, a period of one electrical cycle has a fixed
time interval). As a result, the speed ripple components reduce in magnitude as
the number of iteration increases; resulting in a smoother motor speed that tracks
the constant reference speed ω∗m.
Figure 3.5: Configuration for closed-loop speed scheme with LVSC speed ripple
compensation



















Similarly, the first order system (current - angular velocity) results in a switching
surface of relative degree 0:
σi(t) = ω
∗
m − ωm,i(t) (3.28)
Hence, the task for the LVSC controller is to modify the profile of i∗qs,i(t) such that
ωm,i(t)→ ω∗m when i→∞, and the LVSC controller becomes:
i∗qs−2,i = ζ2σi + ρ2sat(σi, ε2) + u
∗sat(i∗qs−2,i−1, u
∗) (3.29)
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where ζ2 and ρ2 are positive coefficients which can be set to ensure the robustness
of VSC. u∗ can be defined equal to 10 or above, which is the upper bound value of
the q-axis current to ensure the learnability.
3.4 Configuration and Application of FILC
In this section, configuration and application of the FILC algorithm are presented
in detail.
3.4.1 FILC algorithm
The introduction of the forgetting factor in the basic ILC scheme only ensures the
tracking errors within a certain bound, and further improvement is limited with
the consideration of robustness. Under such conditions, we further implemented
the learning control in frequency domain by means of Fourier series expansion.
Fourier series based learning enhances the robustness property of iterative learning
while maintaining the possibility of reducing tracking errors to zero theoretically.
Note that there always exists system noise or other small non-repeatable factors
in the system. Accumulation of those components contained in ui may degrade
the approximation precision of the controller for each new trial. Fourier series-
based learning mechanism, on the other hand, updates coefficients of the learned
frequency components over the entire learning period, which takes an averaging
operation on noise and is able to remove the majority of noise and non-repeatable
factors. Consequently, there is no need to introduce the forgetting factor in this
scheme. The repeatability of torque (or speed) ripples implies that only countable
integer multiples of the frequency are involved. This ensures the feasibility of
constructing componentwise learning in frequency domain. The schematic diagram
of the frequency-domain iterative learning control is shown in Fig. 3.6, and the
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corresponding control law is given by:
ui(t) = FT (ui−1(t)) + Γei−1(t) + Φei(t), (3.30)
where





Ψ = [ 0.5 cosωt cos 2ωt · · · cosNωt
sinωt sin 2ωt · · · sinNωt ]T
Ψ1 = [ 1 cosωt cos 2ωt · · · cosNωt




, N = 12
Figure 3.6: Frequency-domain iterative learning control configuration
3.4.2 Application of FILC on the PMSM Drive System
In this subsection, the FILC compensation scheme used for learning the desired
stator current waveform for pulsating torque minimization are described. Similarly,
two different compensating schemes are presented: one for minimizing the pulsating
torque and the other for minimizing the speed ripples.
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3.4.2.1 Torque control scheme with FILC pulsating torque compensa-
tion
The torque control scheme with FILC compensation as illustrated in Fig. 3.7 has
the same structure as that presented in Subsection 3.3.2.1. The only difference
between the two schemes is that the pulsating torque compensation controller is
implemented based on FILC algorithm in this case, not LVSC. The same description
holds good as that in Subsection 3.3.2.1, and therefore it is not repeated here.
Again, we use electrical angle θe instead of time t as the iteration axis in this
scheme.
Figure 3.7: Configuration for FILC torque control scheme
To determine the learning gain Γ, first, the total motor torque described in




Ppψdiqs + τcog + τ∆i (3.32)
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The linear current - torque relationship can be re-written as:






and w(θe) represents the sum of τcog(θe) + τ∆i(θe).
In the analysis, perfect tracking of the inner loop current controller is as-
sumed:
i∗qs,i(θe) = iqs,i(θe) (3.35)
Therefore, the task for the FILC controller is to modify the profile of i∗qs,i(θe) such
that τm,i(θe)→ τ ∗m when i→∞. Denoting the torque error term ei(θe) by:
ei(θe) = τ
∗
m − τm,i(θe) (3.36)





+ Γei−1(θe) + Φei(θe) (3.37)
Applying the convergence condition from (3.5) yields the following:
|1− b(θe)Γ| < 1 (3.38)
Denoting 0 < b(θe) ≤ bmax, the inequality in (3.38) can be solved as:




From the knowledge of the range of ψd(θe) and (3.34), bmax and hence, Γ
can be determined. To achieve a faster rate of convergence, the value of Γ should
approach 2b−1max. However, a conservative choice of Γ that ensures stability and
reasonably fast convergence would suffice. Theoretically the CCF gain, Φ, does
not affect the convergence in the iteration axis of the learning controller. However,
having Φ that is too large will cause over-amplification of error or noise signals
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in the input updating and the corresponding control input will tend to be large,
leading to the eventual divergence of the output. As before, a conservative choice
of Φ such that Φ ≤ Γ would suffice in producing good results. In the Fourier series
expansion, parameter N can be chosen such that the process covers the N th order
harmonics of the fundamental frequency, and here it is set as 12.
During the first trial, i.e. at the 0th iteration (i = 0), the initial value of
i∗qs−2 is set to zero. As the iteration progresses, i
∗
qs−2 will approach the optimal
value that cancels out the pulsating torque. However, it is not vital to set i∗qs−2
to zero at the first trial. Using sufficiently accurate pre-determined values of i∗qs−2
at the first trial would greatly increase the rate of convergence of the algorithm at
which the torque pulsations are minimized. Nevertheless, as one of the primary
advantages of the FILC is that it does not require any prior off-line computation,
numerical pre-determination of the initial values of i∗qs−2 is not performed in this
work so as to preserve the advantage of the FILC over the pre-programmed stator
current excitation scheme.
3.4.2.2 Closed-loop PI speed control with FILC speed ripple compen-
sation
In this scheme, the FILC is employed in the speed control loop with the objective
of minimizing these speed ripples. The closed-loop speed control with FILC speed
ripple compensation scheme is shown in Fig. 3.8. Again, it has the same structure
as that described in Subsection 3.3.2.2 except the compensation controller being
FILC, and hence it is not repeated here.
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Figure 3.8: Configuration for closed-loop speed scheme with FILC speed ripple
compensation
and substituting (3.41) into (3.40) yields:
ω˙m(t) = a1ωm(t) + b1(t)i
∗
qs(t) + w1(t) (3.42)
where the subscripts ‘1’ in a1, b1 and w1 are for the sake of distinguishing between
the notations a, b and w used in both (3.33) and (3.42). Here, a1 = −BJ , b1(t) =
Kt(t)
J
and w1(t) = − 1J τL(t).
The task for the learning controller is to modify the profile of i∗qs,i(t) by
generating i∗qs−2,i(t) such that ωm,i(t)→ ω∗m when i→∞. Denoting
ei−1(t) = ω∗m − ωm,i−1(t) (3.43)
and applying the P-type FILC employing combined PCF and CCF algorithm from





+ Γei−1(t) + Φei(t) (3.44)
Applying the convergence condition in (3.5) produces the following inequality:
|1− b1(t)Γ| < 1 (3.45)
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As in (3.38) and (3.39), the range of the learning gain Γ can be determined by
(3.45). The analyses of the CCF gain Φ are similar to those described in the
closed-loop iterative learning torque control scheme in Subsection 3.4.2.1. Thus, Φ
can be chosen such that Φ ≤ Γ.
3.5 A High Gain Torque Estimator
A pre-requisite for the proper functioning of the proposed LVSC and FILC torque
control schemes is the assumption of the existence of the instantaneous torque feed-
back information. For high-performance instantaneous torque control, the torque
feedback must accurately reflect any instantaneous variation in the developed mo-
tor torque. To obtain the torque feedback signal, one way is to directly measure
the motor torque by using a torque transducer (either the shaft torque transducer
or a stator reaction torque transducer, the former measuring load torque while the
latter measuring motor torque, differing by the inertial torque J dω
dt
term). However,
this direct measurement method is not preferred for servo control applications, as
torque transducers are disadvantaged due to their high costs. Therefore, alternative
means of obtaining the torque feedback information is essential. In this section, the
design of an on-line torque estimator that employs the high gain observer principle
to estimate the flux is presented.
The dynamic electrical subsystem of the PMSM in (2.43) and (2.44) can be
re-written in the state-space form as:
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The quantities to be estimated are the d, q-axes flux linkage terms, ψd and ψq. Note
that although ψq should equal zero theoretically, it still has small ripples around
zero like current term ids. Therefore, we include this part into torque estimation.
Consider (3.46), where currents, speed can be measured and motor parameters are
known. Thus, application problems reduce to the estimation of unknown inputs,
i.e. flux linkage, from the state measurements where the input and the state are
related by a first order differential equation [76].
Suppose z represent d, q-axes currents, y comprise all known state variable
components including d, q-axes currents and voltages and x are d, q-axes flux link-
age to be estimated. They are related by a relationship
z˙ = y + x. (3.48)
Re-writing (3.48), we obtain
x = z˙ − y (3.49)






(sz − y) (3.50)


















































































Pp(ψˆdiqs − ψˆqids) (3.56)
During the actual operation of the PMSM, it was observed that the motor
speed consists of not only the sixth and twelfth harmonic ripples, but also the first
and second harmonic ripples as well. From the analysis of torque pulsations in
Chapter 2, the source of these low-order harmonic speed ripples is very likely due
to current measurement error that produces the first and second order harmonic
torque pulsations. However, those torque pulsations are not reflected in the esti-
mated torque signal using the high gain observer technique. This is because the
current measurement error is not in the dynamic model of the motor that is used in
the flux observer. To compensate for these low-order harmonic torque pulsations,
an additional torque ripple estimator is employed. This torque ripple estimator
scheme has been applied to a reluctance synchronous machine in [74], and it essen-
tially uses the speed ripple information to determine the magnitude of the torque
ripple. The same scheme has been extended to measure torque ripples in PMSM
due to current offset and current scaling errors.
From the equation of motion in (2.25), the following can be expressed:
τ0 +∆τ = J
d(ω0 +∆ω)
dt
+B(ω0 +∆ω) + τL (3.57)
where τ0 is the average motor torque, ∆τ is the low-order harmonic torque ripple,
ω0 is the average motor speed and ∆ω is the low-order harmonic speed ripple. At
steady-state operation, the average motor torque equals to the sum of the load




τ0 = Bω0 + τL (3.58)
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+B∆ω ≈ J d∆ω
dt
(3.59)
where it has been assumed that B∆ω ≈ 0.
Assuming that the effect of the sixth and twelfth torque harmonics are absent
in the motor speed, as the higher frequency ripples are naturally filtered off by the
system inertia, the estimated torque ripple resulting from current measurement
error can be evaluated from equation (3.59). However, in practice a low-pass filter
with cutoff frequency set at slightly above the second order harmonic frequency is
used to attenuate any sixth and twelfth order harmonic ripples that are present in





as the estimated low-order harmonic torque ripple that is due to current measure-
ment error, and denoting the estimated torque using the high gain observer as τˆm1,
the total estimated torque is given by:
τˆm = τˆm1 + τˆm2 (3.61)
Therefore, the total estimated torque consists of the dc torque, the first, second,
sixth and twelfth harmonic torque ripples that are due to the combined effect of
current measurement error and non-ideal back-emf waveform.
3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, the applications of LVSC and FILC on the PMSM for pulsat-
ing torque minimization are presented. Applications of both schemes in this area
are proper because the torque pulsations are inherently periodic in nature; hence,
these pulsations can be readily compensated by the periodic learning method. In
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addition, both controllers are simple to implement, utilize only a small amount of
computational overhead and do not need any modification to the existing drive
scheme.
Two different control schemes are proposed for the PMSM, one of which is
designed to compensate pulsating torque directly by using either LVSC or FILC
algorithm, while the other employs the speed controller for speed ripple compen-
sation by using either LVSC or FILC method.
The first scheme employs a torque control without an outer loop speed control.
Input to the system is the reference torque command τ ∗m while the instantaneous
motor torque signal is either estimated using the torque estimator τˆm or measured
from a high-bandwidth output torque transducer τm. The proposed controller, i.e.
LVSC or FILC torque controller compares the error between τ ∗m and τˆm/τm, and
computes the reference compensation current i∗qs−2 such that convergence of τˆm/τm
to τ ∗m to a certain extent is guaranteed as learning progresses.
In the second scheme, the LVSC or FILC performs speed control with the
objective of minimizing speed ripples that originate from the torque pulsations. In
this scheme, the proposed speed controller is applied in addition to the PI speed
controller. The conventional PI speed controller is incapable of fully suppressing
the speed ripples. Therefore, the presented speed controller is employed to fully
minimize those speed ripples by generating the additional current reference i∗qs−2.
Unlike the previous scheme, this scheme does not control the torque—the controller
attempts to minimize the speed ripples by controlling the speed. Therefore, the
on-line torque estimator is not required since instantaneous torque control is not
performed in this scheme.
The next chapter proceeds to verify the effectiveness of the proposed LVSC




To investigate the performances of the proposed LVSC and FILC pulsating torque
minimization schemes as well as the high gain torque estimator as described in
Chapter 3, simulation studies were carried out using MATLAB software package.
The field-oriented controller for the PMSM drive and plant model of a 3-phase,
surface-mounted PMSM were programmed using MATLAB programming codes.
Torque ripples due to current offset and scaling errors, and harmonics in the flux
linkage were also included in the simulation model of the PMSM drive. The model
of the PWM inverter operation was omitted in the simulation studies. This omis-
sion is justifiable because the actual PWM carrier frequency in the PMSM drive
system is higher than 5 kHz, and the simulation results that are obtained by using
linear drive voltages are almost identical to those obtained by using the PWM drive
voltages [95].
Simulation studies for the drive systems employing the two proposed LVSC
schemes as well as two FILC schemes, and the high gain torque estimator were
performed, and their steady-state torque (or speed) responses are compared to
those with conventional PMSM drive control schemes. Specifically:
1. The performance of the torque controller with the proposed LVSC pulsating
torque compensation scheme is compared with that of the conventional feed-
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forward scheme (with sinusoidal currents).
2. The performance of the closed-loop PI speed controller with the proposed
LVSC speed ripple compensation scheme is compared with that of the con-
ventional closed-loop PI speed control scheme.
3. The performance of the torque controller with the proposed FILC pulsating
torque compensation scheme is compared with that of the basic ILC torque
ripple compensation scheme.
4. The performance of the closed-loop PI speed controller with the proposed
FILC speed ripple compensation scheme is compared with that of the basic
ILC speed ripple compensation scheme.
5. The performance of the high gain torque estimator is evaluated by comparing
it with the actual instantaneous torque signals obtained from the PMSM
dynamic model.
The performance criterion to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed schemes
for torque and speed ripple minimization are the torque ripple factor (TRF) and
speed ripple factor (SRF), respectively. TRF is defined as the ratio of the peak-
to-peak torque ripple to the rated torque, while SRF is defined as the ratio of the









where τpk−pk and τrated = 7.8 Nm are the peak-to-peak torque ripple and rated
torque, respectively, while ωpk−pk and ωrated = 2000 rpm are the peak-to-peak
speed ripple and rated speed, respectively.
As the torque (or speed) ripples in PMSM affect the drive performance only
in steady-state operation, the issue of torque (or speed) ripple minimization is cor-
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respondingly addressed only for steady-state operations. Therefore, the TRF and
SRF are determined only when the PMSM drive is operating in steady-state. Here
‘steady-state’ is defined as a condition, under which some specified characteristic,
such as a value, rate, periodicity, or amplitude, exhibits only negligible change over
an arbitrarily long period.
Section 4.2 presents the simulation results of two LVSC schemes, two FILC
schemes, and the high gain torque estimator. Finally, Section 4.3 concludes this
chapter.
4.2 Simulation Results
4.2.1 LVSC pulsating torque compensation scheme
The complete PMSM drive scheme with the proposed LVSC torque controller de-
scribed in Subsection 3.3.2.1 is shown in Fig. 4.1. Note that the high gain torque
estimator is not used in this evaluation and the instantaneous torque signal is
obtained from the PMSM dynamic model directly, since the performance of the
torque estimator is evaluated in a separate subsection. When the LVSC torque
controller is not functional, the control scheme is essentially a feed-forward scheme
with sinusoidal current excitation. However, when the LVSC torque controller
is activated, it provides the additional compensation current i∗qs−2 for torque rip-
ple minimization. In the simulation studies, the PMSM drive employing the two
schemes (current-regulated PWM with sinusoidal current reference (CRPWM)
and the proposed LVSC scheme) are operated under different conditions: at a
speed of 0.025 p.u.(50 rpm) with load torques ranging from 0.2 p.u.(1.56 Nm) to
0.8 p.u.(6.24 Nm). The TRF of the two schemes are then compared to study
the effectiveness of the proposed LVSC scheme in accomplishing pulsating torque
minimization.
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Figure 4.1: PMSM drive scheme employing the proposed LVSC torque control.
In the simulation studies, the PMSM is allowed to accelerate by applying
the reference torque signal, τ ∗m, which is greater than the load torque, τL, until
the motor reaches the desired speed, then τ ∗m is reduced to τL so that the motor
operates at a constant speed in steady state.
Fig. 4.2 (a) shows the steady-state torque response of the conventional CR-
PWM drive scheme when the operating conditions are: speed 0.025 p.u.(50 rpm)
and load torque 0.2 p.u.(1.56 Nm). The corresponding TRF is 7.60%. The fre-
quency spectrum in Fig. 4.2 (b) shows the presence of the 1st, 2nd, 6th and 12th
harmonics in the torque response. Fig. 4.3 (a) shows the steady-state torque re-
sponse of the proposed LVSC torque control scheme under the same operating
conditions as in Fig. 4.2. With the LVSC torque ripple compensation scheme being
active, the corresponding TRF is improved from 7.60% to 0.19%, in other words,
the torque ripples are almost removed completely as can be seen from Fig. 4.3.
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed LVSC scheme under heavy loads,
the PMSM is operated under a load of 0.8 p.u.(6.24 Nm) with the operating speed
around 0.025 p.u.(50 rpm). Fig. 4.4 shows the steady-state torque response of the
CRPWM scheme. The corresponding TRF is 9.33%. Similarly, Fig. 4.5 shows the
steady-state torque response of the proposed LVSC torque control scheme. With
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Figure 4.2: Sinusoidal current control scheme: (a) steady-state torque response
(TRF=7.60%), and (b) the corresponding frequency spectrum.
Figure 4.3: Proposed LVSC torque control scheme: (a) steady-state torque response
(TRF=0.19%), and (b) the corresponding frequency spectrum.
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Figure 4.4: Sinusoidal current control scheme: (a) steady-state torque response
(TRF=9.33%), and (b) the corresponding frequency spectrum.
Figure 4.5: Proposed LVSC torque control scheme: (a) steady-state torque response
(TRF=0.29%), and (b) the corresponding frequency spectrum.
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the torque ripple compensation provided by the LVSC scheme, the corresponding
TRF is significantly improved to 0.29%. Table 4.1 shows the numerical results of
specific harmonic torque components with and without the LVSC torque ripple
compensation scheme. From these data, it can be found that all those harmonics
present in pulsating torque have been suppressed by a factor of more than 9.
Table 4.1: Torque harmonics with or without LVSC torque control.
Loading conditions Harmonics order 1st 2nd 6th 12th
Light load without LVSC (Nm) 2.8e-1 2.7e-2 6.0e-3 2.2e-3
(0.2 p.u.) with LVSC (Nm) 2.9e-3 4.4e-4 3.7e-4 2.4e-4
Heavy load without LVSC (Nm) 2.8e-1 1.2e-1 3.0e-2 1.0e-2
(0.8 p.u.) with LVSC (Nm) 4.4e-3 2.6e-3 1.1e-3 5.2e-4
From the motor torque equation in (2.45), it is known that the motor torque
is directly proportional to the amplitude of the stator current. However, as ex-
pressed in (2.56) and (2.57), the magnitude of the 6th and 12th harmonic ripples
in the torque (those are due to the harmonics in the flux linkage) are directly pro-
portional to the amplitude of the stator current. Therefore, with higher loading it
is expected that these torque ripples (6th and 12th harmonic components) increase
significantly while the magnitude of the 1st torque ripple component remains con-
stant. Comparing the torque responses of the CRPWM scheme shown in Fig. 4.2
with Fig. 4.4, it can be seen that the 6th and 12th harmonic torque ripples become
more dominant as the load torque is increased (from 0.2 p.u. to 0.8 p.u.), thus
complying with theory.
The steady-state phase currents of the CRPWM and proposed LVSC schemes
are shown in Figs. 4.6 and 4.7, respectively. Comparing Fig. 4.6(a) and 4.7(a),
it can be seen that the LVSC torque controller compensates the torque ripples
by injecting additional harmonics to the purely sinusoidal phase currents. The
frequency spectra of these phase currents in Fig. 4.6(b) and 4.7(b) confirm that
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the LVSC modifies the sinusoidal phase currents by injecting the 5th, 7th, 11th and
13th harmonic components in the phase currents. However, after these harmonic
components has been injected, the rms value of phase current has been reduced
from 0.652 A to 0.646 A. Although the decrease is slight, it still degrades the
operating performance of the PMSM.
(a) Steady-state phase current for one electri-
cal period
(b) The corresponding frequency spectrum
(fe=2.5 Hz)
Figure 4.6: Sinusoidal current control scheme
(a) Steady-state phase current for one electri-
cal period
(b) The corresponding frequency spectrum
(fe=2.5 Hz)
Figure 4.7: Proposed LVSC torque control scheme
The following subsection presents the simulation results of the proposed LVSC
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speed ripple compensation scheme, whose performance is compared with that of
the closed-loop PI speed controller.
4.2.2 LVSC speed ripple compensation scheme
The closed-loop PI speed control with LVSC speed ripple compensation scheme
described in Subsection 3.3.2.2 is shown in Fig. 4.8. In this scheme, the LVSC
speed controller is applied in parallel with a PI speed controller. Without the LVSC
speed controller, the control scheme is essentially a conventional PI speed controller.
However, when the LVSC speed controller is activated, it provides an additional
q-axis reference compensation current i∗qs−2 for speed ripple minimization. To a
limited extent, the PI speed controller compensates the speed ripples. However,
using the PI speed controller alone is not adequate to completely suppress the
speed ripples. This is because the PI controller cannot fully reject the non-linear
torque disturbances. Furthermore, the PI speed controller has a limited bandwidth
that makes it incapable of compensating for higher order harmonic speed ripples.
Therefore, the additional LVSC speed controller is required to further minimize
these speed ripples.
Figure 4.8: PMSM drive scheme employing the proposed LVSC speed control.
In this simulation study, the PMSM drive employing the two schemes (PI
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speed control with and without the proposed LVSC speed control scheme) are
operated at a speed of 0.025 p.u.(50 rpm) under different load torques ranging
from 0.2 p.u.(1.56 Nm) to 0.8 p.u.(6.24 Nm). At low operating speeds, the effect
of the torque pulsations on the motor speed becomes significant. This is because
at low motor speeds, the torque pulsations are correspondingly at low frequencies,
and are not filtered off by the system inertia; hence, they are reflected back in
the motor speed as speed ripples. The SRF of the two schemes are evaluated by
using the definition of the SRF in (4.2). They are then compared to study the
effectiveness of the proposed LVSC scheme on speed ripple minimization.
With the PI speed controller in the outer loop, the desired operating speed
of the PMSM is determined by the reference speed signal input by the user, ω∗m,
to the PI speed controller. This is unlike the open-loop case in torque controller
where, in the absence of any speed controller, the motor is allowed to accelerate
by manually setting the reference torque signal, τ ∗m, to be greater than the load
torque, τL, until the motor reaches the desired speed.
Fig. 4.9 (a) shows the steady-state speed response of the conventional closed-
loop PI speed control scheme without the proposed LVSC speed controller (ω∗m=50 rpm,
τ ∗m=1.56 Nm). The corresponding SRF is 0.20%. The frequency spectrum in
Fig. 4.9 (b) indicates the presence of significant fundamental harmonic compo-
nent in the speed ripples. Fig. 4.10 (a) shows the steady-state speed response of
the PMSM drive with the proposed LVSC speed control scheme under the same
working conditions as in Fig. 4.9. With LVSC speed ripple compensation being ac-
tivated, the SRF is greatly improved to 0.01%. From the frequency spectra shown
in Figs. 4.9 (b) and 4.10 (b), it is evident that the proposed LVSC scheme reduces
the all harmonic speed ripples by at least one order of magnitude. This demon-
strates the effectiveness of the LVSC scheme in providing additional compensation
to further minimize the speed ripples.
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Figure 4.9: Conventional PI speed control scheme: (a) steady-state speed response
(SRF=0.2%), and (b) the corresponding frequency spectrum.
Figure 4.10: Conventional PI speed control scheme with LVSC speed control: (a)
steady-state speed response (SRF=0.01%), and (b) the corresponding frequency
spectrum.
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Figure 4.11: Conventional PI speed control scheme: (a) steady-state speed response
(SRF=0.26%), and (b) the corresponding frequency spectrum.
Figure 4.12: Conventional PI speed control scheme with LVSC speed control: (a)
steady-state speed response (SRF=0.01%), and (b) the corresponding frequency
spectrum.
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As described in Subsection 4.2.1, an undesirable consequence of increasing the
load torque is the increase in the 6th and 12th harmonic torque ripples. Therefore,
with increased loading to the PMSM, the corresponding speed ripples (that are
due to the 6th and 12th harmonic torque ripples) are expected to increase. In this
case, the influence of increasing the load torque on the effectiveness of the proposed
LVSC scheme is studied. Operate the PMSM at a speed of 0.025 p.u.(50 rpm) and
a load torque of 0.8 p.u.(6.24 Nm) applied to the motor. Fig. 4.11 shows the steady-
state speed response of the PI speed control scheme without LVSC speed ripple
compensation. The corresponding SRF is 0.26%. From the figure, the 6th and 12th
harmonic speed ripples are dominant unlike in Fig. 4.9, where a lower load torque
is applied to the PMSM. With LVSC speed ripple compensation being activated,
the SRF is significantly reduced to 0.01%. The steady-state speed response of the
drive scheme with LVSC compensation is shown in Fig. 4.12 and Table 4.2 shows
the numerical results of specific harmonic speed components with and without the
LVSC compensation scheme.
Table 4.2: Speed harmonics with or without LVSC speed control.
Loading conditions Harmonics order 1st 2nd 6th 12th
Light load without LVSC (rpm) 2.0 2.3e-1 7.4e-2 2.3e-2
(0.2 p.u.) with LVSC (rpm) 1.0e-1 4.7e-4 4.9e-4 3.7e-4
Heavy load without LVSC (rpm) 2.0 8.4e-1 3.4e-1 1.1e-1
(0.8 p.u.) with LVSC (rpm) 9.8e-2 1.8e-3 2.2e-3 1.7e-3
The following subsections present the simulation results of the proposed FILC
compensation schemes.
4.2.3 FILC pulsating torque compensation scheme
The complete PMSM drive scheme with the proposed FILC torque controller has
the same structure as that of the LVSC scheme as described in Subsection 4.2.1,
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and hence readers are suggested to see Fig. 4.1 for reference. When the FILC torque
controller is not functional, the control scheme is essentially a feed-forward scheme
with sinusoidal current excitation. When the FILC torque controller is activated, it
provides the additional compensation current i∗qs−2 for torque ripple minimization.
In the simulation studies, the PMSM drive employing the two schemes (the basic
ILC and the proposed FILC schemes) are operated under different conditions: at
a speed of 0.025 p.u.(50 rpm) with load torques ranging from 0.2 p.u.(1.56 Nm)
to 0.8 p.u.(6.24 Nm). The TRF of the two schemes are then compared to study
the effectiveness of the proposed FILC scheme on accomplishing pulsating torque
minimization.
Fig. 4.13 (a) shows the steady-state torque response of the basic ILC torque
control scheme when the operating conditions are: speed equal to 0.025 p.u.(50 rpm)
and load torque equal to 0.2 p.u.(1.56 Nm). The corresponding TRF is 0.49%. The
frequency spectrum in Fig. 4.13 (b) shows the presence of the 1st, 2nd, 6th and 12th
harmonics in the torque response. Fig. 4.14 (a) shows the steady-state torque
response of the proposed FILC torque control scheme under the same operating
conditions. With the frequency-domain learning compensation, the correspond-
ing TRF is improved from 0.49% to 0.22%, in other words, the torque ripples are
further reduced by a factor of 2.
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed FILC scheme under a heavy load,
the PMSM is operated under a load of 0.8 p.u.(6.24 Nm) at an operating speed of
0.025 p.u.(50 rpm). Fig. 4.15 shows the steady-state torque response of the basic
ILC scheme. The corresponding TRF is 1.30%. Similarly, Fig. 4.16 shows the
steady-state torque response of the proposed FILC torque control scheme. With
the compensation currents provided by the FILC scheme, the corresponding TRF
is further improved to 0.90%. Table 4.3 shows the numerical results of specific
torque harmonics. From these data, it can be found that frequency-domain learning
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Figure 4.13: The basic ILC torque control scheme: (a) steady-state torque response
(TRF=0.49%), and (b) the corresponding frequency spectrum.
Figure 4.14: The proposed FILC torque control scheme: (a) steady-state torque
response (TRF=0.22%), and (b) the corresponding frequency spectrum.
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Figure 4.15: The basic ILC torque control scheme: (a) steady-state torque response
(TRF=1.30%), and (b) the corresponding frequency spectrum.
Figure 4.16: The proposed FILC torque control scheme: (a) steady-state torque
response (TRF=0.90%), and (b) the corresponding frequency spectrum.
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method can further suppress the 1st and 2nd harmonic components, but do not
have much effect on the 6th and 12th harmonics. This is because the 6th and 12th
harmonic components are already reduced to small values by applying the basic
ILC compensation scheme, and further reduction is difficult to achieve.
Table 4.3: Torque Harmonics with or without ILC/FILC torque control.
Loading conditions Harmonics order 1st 2nd 6th 12th
Light load with ILC (Nm) 1.1e-2 1.3e-3 3.2e-3 1.9e-3
(0.2 p.u.) with FILC (Nm) 1.5e-3 6.1e-4 2.8e-3 2.2e-3
Heavy load with ILC (Nm) 1.0e-2 5.0e-3 1.5e-2 6.3e-3
(0.8 p.u.) with FILC (Nm) 2.5e-3 2.4e-3 1.5e-2 1.1e-2
4.2.4 FILC speed ripple compensation scheme
Similarly, the closed-loop PI speed control with the FILC speed ripple compen-
sation scheme has the same structure as that of LVSC scheme, and readers are
suggested to refer to Fig. 4.8 for details. In this scheme, the FILC speed controller
is applied in parallel with a PI speed controller. When the FILC speed controller is
activated, it provides additional compensation current i∗qs−2 for speed ripple min-
imization. Although the basic ILC speed controller can reduce speed ripples to a
great extent, however, the presence of forgetting factor limits this reduction. There-
fore, the FILC speed controller implemented by means of Fourier series expansion
is proposed to eliminate the forgetting factor, and hence can further minimize the
speed ripples. In this simulation study, the PMSM drive employing the two schemes
(PI speed control with either the basic ILC or the proposed FILC speed control
scheme) are operated at a speed of 0.025 p.u.(50 rpm) under different load torques
ranging from 0.2 p.u.(1.56 Nm) to 0.8 p.u.(6.24 Nm). The SRF of the two schemes
are then compared to study the effectiveness of the proposed FILC scheme on speed
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ripple minimization.
Fig. 4.17 (a) shows the steady-state speed response of the conventional closed-
loop PI speed control scheme with the basic ILC speed controller (ω∗m=50 rpm,
τ ∗m=1.56 Nm). The corresponding SRF is 0.0096%. The frequency spectrum in
Fig. 4.17 (b) indicates the reduction of those harmonic components in the speed
ripples, compared with Fig. 4.9 (b). Fig. 4.18 (a) shows the steady-state speed
response of the PMSM drive with the proposed FILC speed control scheme under
the same working conditions as in Fig. 4.17. With FILC speed ripple compensation,
the SRF is further improved to 0.002%. From the frequency spectrum in Figs. 4.17
(b) and 4.18 (b), it is evident that the proposed FILC scheme reduces the 1st
harmonics by a factor of 5, compared with the result of ILC speed control scheme.
This demonstrates the effectiveness of the FILC scheme in providing additional
compensation to further minimize the speed ripples.
In this case, the influence of increasing the load torque on the effectiveness
of the proposed FILC scheme is studied. Operating the PMSM at a speed of
0.025 p.u.(50 rpm), a load torque of 0.8 p.u.(6.24 Nm) is applied to the motor.
Fig. 4.19 shows the steady-state speed response of the PI speed control scheme with
ILC speed ripple compensation. The corresponding SRF is improved to 0.012%.
In the figure, the 6th and 12th harmonic speed ripples are increased by a factor
of 4, compared with those in Fig. 4.17, where a lower load torque is applied to
the PMSM. With FILC speed ripple compensation, the SRF is further reduced to
0.004%. The speed response of the drive scheme with FILC compensation is shown
in Fig. 4.20. Table 4.4 shows the numerical results of specific speed harmonics of
both compensation schemes.
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Figure 4.17: Conventional PI speed control scheme with ILC speed control: (a)
steady-state speed response (SRF=0.0096%), and (b) the corresponding frequency
spectrum.
Figure 4.18: Conventional PI speed control scheme with FILC speed control: (a)
steady-state speed response (SRF=0.002%), and (b) the corresponding frequency
spectrum.
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Figure 4.19: Conventional PI speed control scheme with ILC speed control: (a)
steady-state speed response (SRF=0.012%), and (b) the corresponding frequency
spectrum.
Figure 4.20: Conventional PI speed control scheme with FILC speed control: (a)
steady-state speed response (SRF=0.004%), and (b) the corresponding frequency
spectrum.
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Table 4.4: Speed harmonics with or without ILC/FILC speed control.
Loading conditions Harmonics order 1st 2nd 6th 12th
Light load with ILC (rpm) 9.2e-2 8.5e-3 3.2e-3 1.3e-3
(0.2 p.u.) with FILC (rpm) 1.6e-2 2.8e-3 3.2e-3 2.4e-3
Heavy load with ILC (rpm) 9.2e-2 3.4e-2 1.5e-2 5.8e-3
(0.8 p.u.) with FILC (rpm) 4.1e-1 6.2e-4 8.4e-4 4.6e-4
4.2.5 High gain torque estimator
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed high gain torque estimator as
described in Section 3.5, the simulation investigation were carried out. However,
the performance of the proposed high gain torque estimator is not fixed. Instead,
it is affected by different values of parameter τ , i.e. the time constant of the low
pass filter in the observer. To find out the most ideal value of parameter τ , various
values of the parameter were tested and corresponding estimated torque waveforms
are compared with the actual torque signals.
The basic function of the low pass filter used in the torque estimator is elimi-
nating high frequency noise meanwhile leaving the complete information of pulsat-
ing torque harmonics, which can be used as the feedback signal to the controller.
Thus the upper bound of parameter τ can be determined according to the consid-
eration of allowing the complete information of pulsating torque harmonics to pass.
In the simulation study, the motor is assumed to operate around 50 rpm, which
means the synchronous frequency is 2.5 Hz (fe = Ppωm/(2pi) = 3×50/60 = 2.5Hz).
To consider the 12th harmonics, the maximum value of parameter τ can be deter-
mined as:
τ ≤ 1
2pi × 12× fe = 5.31e− 3 (4.3)
Fig. 4.21 (a) shows the actual and estimated torque waveforms when param-
eter τ is equal to 5.31e − 3 (ωm=50 rpm, τL=1.56 Nm). Fig. 4.21 (b) illustrates
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the torque error between the actual and estimated values. The magnitude of the
estimated torque error is within 0.06 Nm. Theoretically, further decreasing of pa-
rameter τ can bring more accurate estimation. Thus τ = 5.31e− 4 has been tried
and the corresponding result is shown in Fig. 4.22. In this case, the error value is
greatly reduced and hence the effectiveness of the proposed high gain torque esti-
mator is verified. To investigate how a large value of time constant influences the
estimation performance, τ = 5.31e−2 was also tested in Fig. 4.23. It can be found
that a comparatively smooth torque waveform is estimated and high frequency
harmonics information is lost due to the large time constant of the low pass filter.
Hence, a small value of τ is more appropriate than a large one. However, too small
time constant also can induce problems, since some low-frequency noise cannot
be filtered properly due to the high-bandwidth of the low pass filter in practical
application. Thus, a value between 5.0e-4 and 1.0e-3 is fine with our simulation
and experimental tasks.
Figure 4.21: (a) Actual and estimated torque waveforms (τ=5.31e-3). (b) Esti-
mated torque error.
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Figure 4.22: (a) Actual and estimated torque waveforms (τ=5.31e-4). (b) Esti-
mated torque error.
Figure 4.23: (a) Actual and estimated torque waveforms (τ=5.31e-2). (b) Esti-
mated torque error.
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4.3 Conclusion
This chapter presents the simulation results showing the effectiveness of the two
LVSC and two FILC schemes in achieving torque (or speed) ripple minimization.
The simulation studies are carried out for the PMSM drive over a wide range of load
torques (0.2 p.u. - 0.8 p.u.) at a low operating speed of 50 rpm (0.025 p.u.). The
performances of the conventional PMSM drive schemes, namely, the feed-forward
CRPWM scheme, the closed-loop PI speed control scheme, and the basic ILC speed
and torque ripple compensation schemes are used to compare with those of the pro-
posed schemes. In the simulation studies, the proposed high gain torque estimator
is tested separately in Subsection 4.2.5 to estimate the instantaneous torque feed-
back signal that is required for the LVSC and FILC torque controllers. The TRF
(or SRF) is determined as performance criterion to evaluate the effectiveness of the
proposed schemes.
It is shown from the simulation results that the proposed LVSC and the FILC
torque controllers, and the LVSC and the FILC speed controllers are effective in
minimizing periodic torque and speed ripples, respectively. The learning control
iteratively “learns” the optimal current wave-shape that is required to minimize
these torque (or speed) ripples cycle-by-cycle using previous “experience” of the
error signal between the desired torque (or speed) and the actual motor torque
(or speed) feedback signals. The simulation results demonstrate that, under the
simulated operating conditions, the proposed LVSC and FILC schemes are able
to minimize the torque (or speed) ripples at least by a factor of 10. In addition,
the FILC schemes implemented by means of Fourier Series expansion can further
reduce torque (or speed) ripples compared with the basic ILC scheme implemented
with a forgetting factor. According to the simulation results, the high gain torque
estimator is verified effective in estimating the instantaneous torque signals with
the parameter chosen properly. Since the satisfactory simulation test results have
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been obtained, the next step proceeds to verify the effectiveness of the proposed
scheme via experimental studies. The following chapter briefly describes the ex-




Implementation of the DSP-based
PMSM Drive System
5.1 Introduction
The pulsating torque minimization schemes employing the proposed control algo-
rithms that were described in previous chapters were implemented on a 1.64 kW
surface-mounted PMSM using a 2.2 kW IGBT PWM voltage-source inverter, a
digital signal processor (DSP) and an integrated interface platform providing in-
terface between the digital and analog systems. The DSP executes instructions at
60 MHz clock frequency and the drive system can operate at a sampling period of
250 µs for the inner current control loop. The program codes, in which the control
algorithm and drive functions are contained, are written in C language.
Section 5.2 presents an overview of the drive implementation. Section 5.3
briefly describes the PMSM drive hardware used in this research work. Section 5.4
provides description of the DSP software environment. In Section 5.5, the control
algorithms for the pulsating torque minimization schemes which are implemented
using C programming are presented using flow charts. Section 5.6 concludes this
chapter.
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5.2 Overview of the Drive Implementation
Using the dSPACE DSP-DS1102 processor, an experimental setup for implement-
ing speed or torque control of PMSM drives has been built. Fig. 5.1 shows the
photograph of the experimental machines, which consist of a PMSM, a torque
transducer and a DC generator. Fig. 5.2 shows the configuration for the experi-
mental setup.
Figure 5.1: Photograph of the PMSM and loading mechanism used in experiments
Figure 5.2: Configuration for the PMSM drive experimental setup
As shown in Fig. 5.2, the experimental setup comprises the following:
1. A PC/AT for software programming, debugging and real-time control.
2. A DSP-DS1102 controller board for executing control programs, generating
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control signals, performing A/D and D/A conversions, and communicating
with the PC/AT.
3. A PWM voltage-source inverter for driving the PMSM.
4. An integrated interface platform for performing logic operations, inverter
control, buffering, isolation, protection, etc.
5. A surface-mounted PMSM with built-in incremental encoder for position
sensing.
6. Two current sensors for measuring the phase currents in two motor phases.
7. A loading system for providing load torque to the PMSM.
8. A torque transducer for measuring the actual motor torque.
5.3 System Hardware
The system hardware essentially comprises the DS1102 controller board, PMW
inverter, PMSM, integrated interface platform, current sensors, loading system
and torque transducer. The individual components of the system hardware are
described in the following subsections [96].
5.3.1 DS1102 controller board
The dSPACE DS1102 controller board is specifically designed for the development
of high-speed multi-variable digital controllers and real-time implementations in
various fields such as motor drives. The board consists of a floating-point DSP
TMS320C31, a micro-controller TMS320P14 acting as slave-DSP for the digital
I/O subsystem, A/D and D/A converters, and encoder interfaces [97]. The main
DSP processes numerically intensive algorithms at a frequency of 60 MHz. The
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slave-DSP performs digital I/O and PWM generation. The A/D converters convert
the analog feedback signals of ±10 V into digital format so that the DSP can read in
the measured quantity. Such conversions are used for the measured stator currents
and the motor torque feedback signal. Conversely, the D/A converters convert the
digital signals in the DSP into analog signals of ±10 V so that they can be displayed
on the oscilloscope. The encoder interface provides the interfacing of the DSP with
the incremental encoder so that the output of the incremental encoder, which is in
discrete pulses, can be quantized into digital form; hence, the data on the rotor-
position is obtained. The DS1102 controller board is designed like a PC expansion
card so that it can be inserted into the PCI slot of the PC, together with the
PC video card or sound card. Using the appropriate software for communication
between the PC and the DSP, users can debug the user-program that is loaded in
the DSP (via C programming and the Texas Instruments C Compiler), tune the
experimental parameters on-line (via COCKPITr) or display the experimental
variables in real-time (via TRACEr). The details of the DSP-DS1102 controller
board architecture are provided in Appendix B.
5.3.2 PWM inverter
A 3-phase, 2.2 kW PWM inverter is used as the power circuit for driving the PMSM.
The inverter consists of a IGBT module (MUBW 10-12A7), DC-link capacitors,
transformer board and driver board. The IGBT module used in the PWM inverter
is IXYS model (MUBW 10-12A7). Details of the inverter are given in Appendix
C.
5.3.3 Integrated interface platform
In the implementation of the experimental PMSM drive setup, it is necessary to
provide a hardware interface between the motor drive and DSP-DS1102. The
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hardware interface performs the following functions:
1. Generating mid-symmetrical PWM signals using EX-OR gates.
2. Generating six PWM signals that control the six switches of the PWM in-
verter.
3. Incorporating dead-time in the PWM signals.
4. Setting the over-current/over-voltage protections and RESET/STOP func-
tions of the inverter.
5. Buffering the pulse signals generated from the incremental encoder.
6. Provide filtering of the measured current and torque signals.
In the laboratory, an integrated interface platform that incorporates the func-
tions (1) - (6) into modular units has been constructed by research engineers. The
platform comprises five cards (or modules), namely the Inverter Control Card, En-
coder Interface Card, Digital I/O Card, Current Feedback Card and Torque/Analog
Feedback Card. Fig. 5.3 shows a simplified block diagram of the integrated interface
platform.
The details of the integrated interface platform are given in Appendix D.
Functions of the individual cards are summarized below.
5.3.3.1 Inverter Control Card
The Inverter Control Card is responsible for generating the mid-symmetrical PWM
signals. As described in [98], the PWM signals generated by the TMS320P14 slave
DSP are always set to ON at the beginning of the PWM period. Thus arises
the problem of PWM signal “jitters” relative to the clock and equidistant PWM
signals. The mid-symmetrical PWM overcomes this problem. As shown in Fig. 5.3,
from the three mid-symmetrical PWM signals, another three signals are obtained
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Figure 5.3: Simplified block diagram of the integrated interface platform
from the complement of those three signals. Thus, a total of six PWM signals are
generated. Dead-time is also introduced to those six PWM signals to avoid mutual
ON states on both the upper and lower switches in the same phase of the inverter.
The opto-couplers provide isolation between the low-power control side and the
high-power side of the circuit. As the inputs to the inverter are active-low, the
PWM signals are inverted before being sent to the inverter inputs. The RESET
and STOP signals are from the DSP digital I/O and can be controlled by the user
via software.
5.3.3.2 Encoder Interface Card
The incremental encoder has a resolution of 2048 lines per revolution. Its output
is in pulse-form and it does not provide information on the absolute rotor position.
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Signals from the incremental encoder output are sent through buffers to shape the
waveforms and to drive the encoder interface circuit of the DS1102.
5.3.3.3 Digital I/O and Absolute Encoder Card
The DS1102 controller board has 16 ports for digital I/O. These digital I/O lines are
controlled by two octal latches. Also, the bus lines for the DS1102 digital I/O are
shared with the inputs from the absolute encoder. Therefore, the digital I/O and
absolute encoder lines are time multiplexed. However, in the PMSM experimental
setup, the absolute encoder is not used. Therefore, this card is only for use of
digital I/O.
5.3.3.4 Current Feedback Card
The Current Feedback Card performs signal conditioning of the measured current
signals (in voltage form). The measured current signals are filtered to remove the
inverter switching noise using simple resistive-capacitive op-amp low-pass filters.
The measured current signals are also passed through a voltage buffer. In addi-
tion, there is one Programmable Gain Amplifier (PGA) for each channel of the
measured current. The PGAs are software programmable via the DS1102 digital
I/Os dedicated to them. They can provide amplification of 1×, 2×, 4× or 8× of the
measured current signals to fully utilize the ±10 V full-scale of the A/D converters
for a more accurate computation of the measured current. Fig. 5.3 shows the block
diagram of the Current Feedback Card.
5.3.3.5 Torque/Analog Feedback Card
The Torque/Analog Feedback Card performs low-pass filtering of the measured
torque signal using a simple resistive-capacitive op-amp low-pass filter. In addition,
the filtered torque signal is passed through a voltage buffer before being fed into
the A/D converter of the DS1102.
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5.3.4 Current sensors
Sufficiently accurate measurements of the motor phase currents are essential to en-
sure high-performance in the PMSM drive system. In the experimental setup, two
current sensors are utilized to measure the phase-a and -b currents. The measured
currents are converted into voltage signals scaled to the range ±10 V by using re-
sistors of appropriate resistances. These voltage signals are then fed into the A/D
converters of the DS1102.
In the PMSM experimental setup, the LEMmodule LA 25-NP current sensors
are used. The current sensors, resistors and the power supply for the current sensor
are included on the current sensor board. Details of the current sensor board are
provided in Appendix E.
5.3.5 Loading system
The PMSM drive loading system consists of a DC machine, a DC power supply in
series with the armature side of the DC machine which carries an armature current
Ia and another DC power supply which provides field excitation. Fig. 5.4 shows
the configuration for the loading system.
In Fig. 5.4, the DC machine is connected in a separately excited configuration.
The DC machine runs as a generator, providing load torque for the PMSM. Rated
voltage is applied on the field side to provide the rated flux φf . From the voltage
and current equations for the DC machine:





where Ea is the back-emf generated, Vs is the external DC voltage source connected
in series with the armature winding to increase the load torque, kφf is the back-emf
constant, ωm is the motor speed and Ra is the internal armature resistance. The
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Figure 5.4: Configuration for the PMSM loading system
load torque generated τL is expressed as:







Therefore, assuming other quantities remain constant, load torque τL is pro-
portional to the speed of the PMSM. Details of the DC machine are included in
Appendix A.
5.3.6 Torque transducer
Although the instantaneous motor torque in the proposed scheme is obtained by
means of on-line estimation, a torque transducer is used to verify the accuracy of the
estimated torque. The torque transducer has a high bandwidth output of 500 Hz,
which enables the detection of instantaneous torque. As a result, presence of any
harmonics in the measured torque that is higher than 500 Hz will be attenuated.
The torque transducer used in the implementation of the experimental PMSM
drive is MCRTr 49001V(1-2) model, with rated torque equal to 11.3 Nm, rated
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speed equal to 15,000 rpm. Details of the torque transducer are provided in Ap-
pendix F.
5.4 Software Environment
The proposed control schemes on the PMSM drive are implemented using the
TMS320C31 DSP. The TMS320C31 has a high speed CPU and adequate memory
for software implementation. It has a 60 MHz instruction frequency enabling a
high sampling rate in the drive system. Fig. 5.5 shows the interactions among the
software during the DSP program execution.
As shown in Fig. 5.5, when the program source codes in C are downloaded
into the DSP, the Texas Instruments (TI) C Compiler first converts the C source
codes into TMS320C31 Assembly language source codes by compiling, assembling
and linking of the C source code modules. Then the assembler translates the As-
sembly language source codes into machine language object files. The object files
are then loaded into the DSP, and the DSP begins program execution. When the
program execution begins, using the software COCKPIT [99], the user is able to
modify the process variables, control parameters on-line, or to monitor process
variables, etc. Therefore, if COCKPIT is required, it has to be first included in the
user program before downloading. Another software that maintains communica-
tion with the DSP during program execution is TRACE. Using TRACE, real-time
process variables can be acquired for storage or display purposes. However, unlike
in COCKPIT where processing time overhead incurred is negligible relative to the
sampling time, TRACE consumes a significant amount of processing time, and
hence, it substantially limits the fastest sampling time of the system. Therefore, in
the implementation of the proposed PMSM scheme, TRACE is not invoked so as
to maintain the sampling time to be as fast as possible. Real-time process variables
are acquired via the oscilloscope.
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Figure 5.5: Interactions among software during DSP program execution
5.5 Control Program Algorithm
The entire control program for the implementation of the pulsating torque mini-
mization scheme in the PMSM is written in C language [100]. While it is possible
to implement the control program using dSPACE rapid-prototyping software tools
consisting of SIMULINK, MATLAB, Real-Time Workshop (RTW) and Real-Time
Interface (RTI), programming in C offers greater flexibility in the control program.
Using C programming, it is possible to perform matrix manipulation such as per-
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forming a low-pass filtering of a matrix with dimension 2×100 or implementing
n-step ahead compensation in the learning memory matrix, but those are not pos-
sible in SIMULINK. Furthermore, using C programming, the user has the freedom
to optimize the source codes so that it results in the lowest execution time; hence,
achieving a fastest sampling time. However, in dSPACE rapid-prototyping soft-
ware, RTW automatically generates C codes from the SIMULINK block diagrams.
C codes generated from RTW results in significantly higher program execution
times than those in user-optimized C programs.
Fig. 5.6 describes the flowchart of the main control program that is imple-
mented in C. The flowchart for the Interrupt Service Routine is shown in Fig. 5.7.
5.6 Conclusion
An experimental setup has been constructed to implement the DSP-based PMSM
drive scheme. The setup is complete with a 1.64 kW surface-mounted PMSM, a
2.2 kW PWM inverter, a TMS320C31 digital signal processor and an integrated
interface platform to provide interface between the digital and analog systems.
The controller program is written in C language and downloaded into the DSP
using the TI C Compiler that automatically compiles, assembles and links the
C-code modules. On-line modifications of the process parameters are done using
COCKPIT.
The next chapter proceeds to present the experimental results on the pul-
sating torque minimization schemes, which were obtained from the PMSM drive
setup described in this chapter.
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Figure 5.6: Flowchart of the main control program
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To further evaluate the performances of the proposed LVSC and FILC schemes for
pulsating torque minimization described in Chapter 3 and to verify the simulation
results presented in Chapter 4, experimental tests are performed on a DSP-based
PMSM drive system. The experimental setup and implementation schemes have
been described in details in Chapter 5. Basically, the effectiveness of the two
proposed LVSC schemes in minimizing torque (or speed) ripples is compared with
that of the conventional torque control with sinusoidal current excitation or PI
speed controller. While the effectiveness of the two FILC schemes is compared
with that of the basic ILC schemes. Off-line determination of test motor and
controller parameters such as motor rotor inertia, damping coefficient, mechanical
time constant, and tuning of proportional and integral gains of the PI current and
speed controllers are described in Appendix G.
As described in Chapter 4, the torque ripple factor (TRF) and speed ripple
factor (SRF) are used as performance indices to evaluate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed pulsating torque (or speed) ripples minimization schemes. The experiments
were conducted under different operating conditions, with speeds ranging from
0.005 p.u.(10 rpm) to 0.05 p.u.(100 rpm) and load torques from 0.20 p.u.(1.56 Nm)
to 0.795 p.u.(6.20 Nm). The TRF (or SRF) of the drive system without the pro-
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posed compensation controller is first determined. Subsequently, compensation
currents generated from the proposed LVSC or FILC scheme are applied and the
corresponding TRF (or SRF) is re-evaluated.
Section 6.2 presents the experimental results of the proposed LVSC torque
(or speed) ripples compensation schemes. In Section 6.3, the experimental results
of the proposed FILC torque (or speed) ripples compensation schemes have been
presented. A separate section 6.4 contributes to addressing the additional torque
pulsations caused by the DC generator, which is coupled with the PMSM for loading
purpose. Finally, Section 6.5 concludes this chapter.
6.2 LVSC Compensation Schemes
Three LVSC compensation schemes are tested based on the experimental setup, and
the test results are compared with those obtained from the conventional control
schemes:
1. LVSC pulsating torque compensation scheme with feedback signals from a
torque transducer;
2. LVSC pulsating torque compensation scheme with feedback signals from
torque estimator;
3. LVSC speed ripple compensation scheme.
6.2.1 LVSC pulsating torque compensation scheme with
feedback signals from a torque transducer
In this scheme, the feedback torque signals are obtained by using a torque trans-
ducer which has a high-bandwidth output (500 Hz). The torque transducer is
capable of providing all harmonics information in the torque signal, based on an
operating speed of 100 rpm and consideration of the 12th order harmonics.
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Fig. 6.1 (a) shows the steady-state torque response of the conventional CR-
PWM drive scheme when the operating conditions are ωm = 0.025 p.u.(50 rpm),
τL = 0.205 p.u. (1.60 Nm). The corresponding TRF is 14.23%. For the purpose
of clearness, we only pick up the 1st, 2nd, 6th and 12th harmonic components in
the frequency spectrum, which are of our concern. They are shown in Fig. 6.1 (b).
Fig. 6.2 (a) shows the steady-state torque response of the proposed LVSC torque
control scheme under the same operating conditions. With the LVSC torque rip-
ple compensation scheme being applied, the corresponding TRF is improved from
14.23% to 2.82%, in other words, the torque ripples are reduced by a factor of 5.
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed LVSC scheme under a heavy load, the
PMSM is operated under a load of 0.795 p.u.(6.20 Nm) with an operating speed
of 0.025 p.u.(50 rpm). Fig. 6.3 shows the steady-state torque response of the CR-
PWM scheme. The corresponding TRF is 15.64%. Similarly, Fig. 6.4 shows the
steady-state torque response of the proposed LVSC torque control scheme. With
the compensation provided by the LVSC scheme, the corresponding TRF is im-
proved to 4.10%.
Table 6.1 shows the numerical results of specific harmonic components ob-
tained from the two schemes. From the results, we can see that the reduction of
lower-order harmonics are significant, such as the 1st and 2nd components. How-
ever, the reduction of higher-order harmonic components are not significant, and
LVSC even enlarges the 12th harmonics a little. This is because of the chattering
problem inherent with variable structure controller, although we use saturation
function instead of sign function. Besides, the higher-order harmonic components
are already comparatively small, which make them sensitive to system errors and
noise. Compared these experimental data with those of simulation cases, we can
find that the reduction in experiments is not as large as that in simulation tests.
Since there are always some errors and noise existing in the practical system which
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Figure 6.1: Sinusoidal current control scheme: (a) steady-state torque response
(TRF=14.23%), and (b) the corresponding frequency spectrum.
Figure 6.2: Proposed LVSC torque control scheme: (a) steady-state torque response
(TRF=2.82%), and (b) the corresponding frequency spectrum.
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Figure 6.3: Sinusoidal current control scheme: (a) steady-state torque response
(TRF=15.64%), and (b) the corresponding frequency spectrum.
Figure 6.4: Proposed LVSC torque control scheme: (a) steady-state torque response
(TRF=4.10%), and (b) the corresponding frequency spectrum.
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Figure 6.5: Transient torque response when the LVSC compensation scheme is
activated. (ωm=50 rpm, τL=1.60 Nm)
Figure 6.6: The detailed TRFs when PMSM operates at a speed of 50 rpm under
different loads without and with LVSC compensation.
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cannot be avoided, the pulsating torque cannot be eliminated completely in exper-
imental investigation.
Table 6.1: Torque harmonics with or without LVSC torque compensation.
Loading conditions Harmonics order 1st 2nd 6th 12th
Light load without LVSC (Nm) 3.92e-1 5.66e-2 1.94e-2 2.04e-3
(0.205 p.u.) with LVSC (Nm) 3.91e-2 8.49e-3 1.47e-2 3.38e-3
Heavy load without LVSC (Nm) 3.16e-1 2.11e-2 4.44e-2 2.38e-3
(0.795 p.u.) with LVSC (Nm) 4.83e-2 8.02e-3 3.56e-2 3.15e-3
Fig. 6.5 shows the transient torque response when the LVSC compensation
scheme is activated. It can be seen that within three iteration periods once the
LVSC scheme enabled, torque signal has reached the maximum reduction (time





=0.4 sec). The values of TRF under
different loading conditions are shown in Fig. 6.6. It gives the TRF when PMSM
operates at a speed of 0.025 p.u.(50 rpm) under various loads (0.205 p.u., 0.50 p.u.
and 0.795 p.u.) without and with LVSC compensation. According to the results,
the effectiveness of the proposed LVSC pulsating torque compensation scheme is
verified in suppressing torque ripple by at least three times under various steady-
state operating conditions.
6.2.2 LVSC pulsating torque compensation scheme with
feedback signals obtained from torque estimator
In this subsection, the effectiveness of the proposed LVSC compensation scheme
based on the high gain torque estimator described in Section 3.5 has been evaluated
through experimental investigations.
Fig. 6.7 (a) shows the steady-state torque response of the conventional CR-
PWM drive scheme when the operating condition are ωm = 0.025 p.u.(50 rpm), τL
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= 0.205 p.u. (1.60 Nm). The corresponding TRF is 15.0%. Fig. 6.7 (b) presents
the corresponding torque response in frequency spectrum. Fig. 6.8 (a) shows the
steady-state torque response of the proposed LVSC torque control scheme under
the same operating conditions. With the LVSC compensation scheme applied, it is
clear that the TRF is reduced from 15.0% to 1.66%. To study the effect of heavy
load torque on the effectiveness of the proposed LVSC scheme, we operated the
PMSM at a speed of 0.025 p.u.(50 rpm) with a load torque of 0.795 p.u.(6.20 Nm).
Similarly, Fig. 6.9 shows the steady-state torque response of the CRPWM scheme,
and Fig. 6.10 shows the steady-state torque response of the proposed LVSC torque
control scheme. With the compensation currents provided by the LVSC scheme,
the corresponding TRF is improved from 18.5% to 6.28%.
Table 6.2 gives the detailed results of specific harmonic components obtained
from the two schemes. According to the data, it can be seen that the 1st and 2nd har-
monic components are suppressed by one order of magnitude. The 6th harmonics is
also reduced by a factor of more than 3. The 12th component is already small before
applying compensation, and hence the reduction is not obvious. Fig. 6.11 gives the
Table 6.2: Estimated torque harmonics with/without LVSC torque compensation.
Loading conditions Harmonics order 1st 2nd 6th 12th
Light load without LVSC (Nm) 3.4e-1 3.4e-2 2.5e-3 1.3e-3
(0.205 p.u.) with LVSC (Nm) 1.4e-2 2.3e-3 2.1e-3 1.0e-3
Heavy load without LVSC (Nm) 3.2e-1 5.6e-2 8.9e-3 2.8e-3
(0.795 p.u.) with LVSC (Nm) 1.5e-2 4.7e-3 2.3e-2 3.8e-3
transient response of motor torque when the LVSC compensation scheme is enabled
during steady-state operation: ωm = 0.025 p.u.(50 rpm), τL = 0.205 p.u.(1.60 Nm).
It can be observed that the torque ripples reach the maximum reduction almost
immediately once the proposed LVSC scheme activated. This is different from the
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Figure 6.7: Sinusoidal current control scheme: (a) steady-state estimated torque
response (TRF=15.0%), and (b) the frequency spectrum.
Figure 6.8: Proposed LVSC torque control scheme: (a) steady-state estimated
torque response (TRF=1.66%), and (b) the corresponding frequency spectrum.
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Figure 6.9: Sinusoidal current control scheme: (a) steady-state estimated torque
response (TRF=18.5%), and (b) the corresponding frequency spectrum.
Figure 6.10: Proposed LVSC torque control scheme: (a) steady-state estimated
torque response (TRF=6.28%), and (b) the corresponding frequency spectrum.
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case, in which instantaneous torque signals are obtained from a torque transducer.
In torque estimation, variables from electrical subsystems are used to estimate the
flux linkage, and this results in a fast response of torque signals estimated (since
the time constant of electrical subsystem is much smaller than that of mechanical
subsystem).
Figure 6.11: Transient torque response when the LVSC compensation scheme is
activated. (ωm=50 rpm, τL=1.60 Nm)
6.2.3 LVSC speed ripple compensation scheme
Figs. 6.12 to 6.15 each shows the steady-state speed response in (a) time do-
main and (b) the corresponding frequency spectrum. Fig. 6.12 shows the speed
response when the motor runs at a speed of 0.025 p.u.(50 rpm) under a light
load of 0.205 p.u.(1.60 Nm) without LVSC compensation. In this figure, a large
speed oscillation can be observed with the corresponding SRF equal to 0.65%.
Fig. 6.13 presents the speed waveform under the same working conditions with the
LVSC speed ripple compensation scheme being applied. We can see that speed
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ripple harmonics are reduced with the SRF equal to 0.25%. To validate the ef-
fectiveness of the proposed LVSC speed ripple compensation scheme under heavy
loads, a case with a load of 0.795 p.u.(6.20 Nm) was tested. Figs. 6.14 and 6.15
show the steady-state speed responses under the same operating conditions: ωm =
0.025 p.u.(50 rpm), τL = 0.795 p.u.(6.20 Nm). In this case, the SRF is reduced
from 0.78% to 0.27% with the proposed LVSC speed ripple compensation scheme
being applied.
Table 6.3 gives the values of specific harmonic components obtained from both
schemes. The numerical values of SRF under different operating speeds are shown
in Fig. 6.16. The figure gives the SRFs when PMSM operates at different speeds
(0.005 p.u., 0.025 p.u. and 0.05 p.u.) under a light load of 0.205 p.u.(1.60 Nm)
without and with LVSC compensation scheme. According to the results, the ef-
fectiveness of the proposed LVSC schemes is verified in suppressing speed ripples
under various steady-state operating conditions. As in Fig. 6.16, it can be seen
that the SRF is relatively high when motor runs at 50 rpm, since at this speed





0.35/0.0025 = 11.83 rad/s (37.7 rpm), speed ripple reaches
maximum).
Table 6.3: Speed harmonics with or without LVSC speed compensation.
Loading conditions Harmonics order 1st 2nd 6th 12th
Light load without LVSC (rpm) 5.75 4.51e-1 7.63e-2 7.00e-2
(0.205 p.u.) with LVSC (rpm) 6.40e-1 3.50e-1 4.97e-2 4.07e-2
Heavy load without LVSC (rpm) 5.34 5.49e-1 1.71e-1 1.54e-2
(0.795 p.u.) with LVSC (rpm) 4.20e-1 2.85e-1 1.32e-1 1.95e-2
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Figure 6.12: Conventional PI speed control scheme: (a) steady-state speed response
(SRF=0.65%), and (b) the corresponding frequency spectrum.
Figure 6.13: LVSC speed control scheme: (a) steady-state speed response
(SRF=0.25%), and (b) the corresponding frequency spectrum.
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Figure 6.14: Conventional PI speed control scheme: (a) steady-state speed response
(SRF=0.78%), and (b) the corresponding frequency spectrum.
Figure 6.15: LVSC speed control scheme: (a) steady-state speed response
(SRF=0.27%), and (b) the corresponding frequency spectrum.
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Figure 6.16: SRFs of different speeds under a light load of 1.60 Nm without and
with LVSC compensation.
6.3 FILC Compensation Schemes
Similarly, there are three FILC compensation schemes tested, and the test results
are compared with those obtained from the basic ILC schemes:
1. FILC pulsating torque compensation scheme with feedback signals obtained
from a torque transducer;
2. FILC pulsating torque compensation scheme with feedback signals obtained
from torque estimator;
3. FILC speed ripple compensation scheme.
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6.3.1 FILC pulsating torque compensation scheme with feed-
back signals obtained from a torque transducer
Figs. 6.17 to 6.22 each shows the steady-state torque signals in (a) time domain
and (b) the corresponding frequency spectrum (the 1st, 2nd, 6th and 12th harmonic
components). Fig. 6.17 shows the torque response when the motor was operated
at a speed of 0.025 p.u.(50 rpm) under a light load of 0.205 p.u.(1.60 Nm) without
ILC compensation. It can be seen that the torque consists of significant ripples
and the corresponding TRF is approximately 14.23%. Figs. 6.18 and 6.19 present
the torque signals under the same working conditions with the basic ILC and
FILC compensation schemes, respectively. With the compensation schemes being
applied, it is clear that the TRF is reduced from 14.23% to 4.3% for the ILC scheme
(Fig. 6.18) and 3.9% for the FILC scheme (Fig. 6.19).
Figure 6.17: Sinusoidal current control scheme: (a) steady-state torque response
(TRF=14.23%), and (b) the corresponding frequency spectrum.
Figs. 6.20 to 6.22 are arranged in the same sequence, and the operating con-
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Figure 6.18: Basic ILC torque control scheme: (a) steady-state torque response
(TRF=4.3%), and (b) the corresponding frequency spectrum..
Figure 6.19: Proposed FILC torque control scheme: (a) steady-state torque re-
sponse (TRF=3.9%), and (b) the corresponding frequency spectrum.
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ditions of these figures are ωm = 0.025 p.u.(50 rpm), τL = 0.795 p.u.(6.20 Nm). In
these cases the corresponding TRF is suppressed from 15.64% to 4.8% and 4.5%,
respectively. We can see that pulsating harmonics were reduced with the applica-
tion of the ILC control scheme, and a further reduction is possible by using the
frequency-domain learning method. In this case, the 6th harmonic component after
compensated by the ILC scheme is not much suppressed as that in the light load
case. This is because when motor operates under heavier loads, the DC generator
is coupled and excited for loading purpose, and the resultant torque pulsations in-
duced from the generator side that mainly consist of non-integer multiple harmonics
become larger. These harmonics cannot be compensated by the ILC scheme, be-
cause they are not integer multiples of the fundamental frequency. Table 6.4 gives
the values of specific harmonics obtained from three schemes.
Table 6.4: Torque harmonics with or without ILC/FILC torque compensation.
Loading conditions Harmonics order 1st 2nd 6th 12th
without ILC (Nm) 3.92e-1 5.66e-2 1.94e-2 2.04e-3
Light load with ILC (Nm) 5.5e-2 2.4e-2 4.0e-3 1.6e-3
(0.205 p.u.) with FILC (Nm) 4.0e-2 9.5e-3 4.0e-3 2.0e-3
without ILC (Nm) 3.16e-1 2.11e-2 4.44e-2 2.38e-3
Heavy load with ILC (Nm) 6.8e-2 1.6e-2 4.3e-2 5.0e-3
(0.795 p.u.) with FILC (Nm) 3.7e-2 1.0e-2 7.8e-3 2.0e-3
Fig. 6.23 gives the transient response of motor torque when the FILC compen-
sation scheme is enabled during steady-state operation: ωm = 0.025 p.u. (50 rpm),
τL = 0.20 p.u.(1.56 Nm). It can be observed that after 4 iteration periods, the
torque ripple reaches the maximum reduction. The transient response of motor
torque can be seen from Fig. 6.24 when the reference torque is changed from
3.83 Nm to 3 Nm with the FILC controller applied. In this case, although the
motor speed is changed due to the reduction of reference torque, the FILC scheme
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Figure 6.20: Sinusoidal current control scheme: (a) steady-state torque response
(TRF=15.64%), and (b) the corresponding frequency spectrum.
is not affected because the memory size in the previous controller is fixed in accor-
dance with electrical angle θe, instead of being calculated according to the actual
speed. The numerical values of TRF for different operating speeds are shown in
Fig. 6.25. It gives the TRF when PMSM is operated at different speeds (0.0125 p.u.,
0.025 p.u., 0.0375 p.u. and 0.05 p.u.) under a heavy load of 0.64 p.u.(5.00 Nm)
without or with ILC/FILC compensation. According to the results, the effective-
ness of the proposed FILC schemes is verified in suppressing torque ripple by at
least three times under various steady-state operating conditions.
Apparently, the FILC scheme is better than the basic ILC scheme imple-
mented with a forgetting factor. This is because the basic learning cannot elimi-
nate errors completely due to the introduction of forgetting factor. On the other
hand, Fourier series expansion keeps the necessary information of the integer har-
monics present in control signal, while removing those white noise through the
integration of coefficients over the entire learning period. However, ideally it is
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Figure 6.21: Basic ILC torque control scheme: (a) steady-state torque response
(TRF=4.8%), and (b) the corresponding frequency spectrum.
Figure 6.22: Proposed FILC torque control scheme: (a) steady-state torque re-
sponse (TRF=4.5%), and (b) the corresponding frequency spectrum.
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Figure 6.23: The transient torque response when the FILC compensation scheme
is activated (ωm=50 rpm, τL=1.56 Nm).
expected that with frequency-domain learning implementation the torque ripple
can be completely eliminated, it cannot be achieved practically and needs further
investigations.
6.3.2 FILC pulsating torque compensation scheme with feed-
back signals obtained from torque estimator
Fig. 6.26 shows the estimated torque responses without FILC compensation in (a)
time domain and (b) the corresponding frequency spectrum when motor operates
at a speed of 0.025 p.u.(50 rpm) under a light load of 0.205 p.u.(1.60 Nm). It
can be seen that the torque consists of significant ripples and the corresponding
TRF is 15.0%. Fig. 6.27 presents the torque responses under the same working
conditions with FILC compensation. With the FILC compensation scheme applied,
the TRF is reduced to 3.4%, in other words, the torque ripples are suppressed by
a factor of more than 4. Subsequently, the effect of increasing the load torque on
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Figure 6.24: The transient torque response when the load torque is reduced from
3.83 Nm to 3 Nm with FILC scheme always on.
Figure 6.25: The detailed TRFs when PMSM operates at different speeds under a
heavy load of 5.00 Nm without or with ILC/FILC compensation.
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the effectiveness of the proposed FILC scheme has been studied. Operating the
PMSM at a speed of 0.025 p.u.(50 rpm), a load torque of 0.795 p.u.(6.20 Nm) is
applied to the motor. Fig. 6.28 shows the estimated torque responses without FILC
compensation in (a) time domain and (b) the corresponding frequency spectrum.
Fig. 6.29 shows the torque responses with FILC compensation under the same
working conditions. In this case, the corresponding TRF is suppressed from 18.5%
to 4.0%. The detailed values of specific harmonic torque components are shown in
Table 6.5.
Table 6.5: Estimated torque harmonics with or without FILC torque compensation.
Loading conditions Harmonics order 1st 2nd 6th 12th
Light torque without FILC (Nm) 3.4e-1 3.4e-2 2.5e-3 1.3e-3
(0.205 p.u.) with FILC (Nm) 2.6e-2 4.4e-3 1.7e-3 1.3e-3
Heavy load without FILC (Nm) 3.2e-1 5.6e-2 8.9e-3 2.8e-3
(0.795 p.u.) with FILC (Nm) 3.2e-2 4.9e-3 4.3e-3 1.3e-3
6.3.3 FILC speed ripple compensation scheme
Figs. 6.30 to 6.35 each shows the steady-state speed response in (a) time domain
and (b) the corresponding frequency spectrum. Fig. 6.30 shows the speed waveform
when the motor is operated at a speed of 0.025 p.u.(50 rpm) under a light load
of 0.205 p.u.(1.60 Nm) without ILC compensation. In this figure, a large speed
oscillation can be observed with the corresponding SRF equal to 0.65%. Figs. 6.31
and 6.32 present the speed waveforms under the same working conditions with ILC
and FILC compensation schemes, respectively. Speed ripples are reduced with the
SRF equal to 0.15% after the basic ILC scheme being activated. Further reduction
is possible by using the frequency domain learning method with the SRF reduced
to 0.10%.
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Figure 6.26: Sinusoidal current control scheme: (a) steady-state estimated torque
response (TRF=15.0%), and (b) the corresponding frequency spectrum.
Figure 6.27: Proposed FILC torque control scheme: (a) steady-state estimated
torque response (TRF=3.4%), and (b) the corresponding frequency spectrum.
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Figure 6.28: Sinusoidal current control scheme: (a) steady-state estimated torque
response (TRF=18.5%), and (b) the corresponding frequency spectrum.
Figure 6.29: Proposed FILC torque control scheme: (a) steady-state estimated
torque response (TRF=4.0%), and (b) the corresponding frequency spectrum.
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Figure 6.30: Conventional PI speed control scheme: (a) steady-state speed response
(SRF=0.65%), and (b) the corresponding frequency spectrum.
Figure 6.31: Basic ILC speed control scheme: (a) steady-state speed response
(SRF=0.15%), and (b) the corresponding frequency spectrum.
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Figure 6.32: Proposed FILC speed control scheme: (a) steady-state speed response
(SRF=0.10%), and (b) the corresponding frequency spectrum.
Figs. 6.33 to 6.35 are arranged in the same sequence, and the operating con-
ditions for these figures are ωm = 0.025 p.u.(50 rpm), τL = 0.795 p.u.(6.20 Nm).
In this case, the SRF is reduced from 0.78% to 0.47% with ILC speed ripple com-
pensation scheme and to 0.32% with FILC compensation scheme. It can be seen
that again both the proposed schemes are able to compensate for the 1st and 2nd
harmonic components to a greater extent. However, the reduction in the 6th and
12th components is not so considerable as that in the light load case. This is be-
cause when motor operates under heavy loads, the torque pulsations induced from
the load side (DC generator) that mainly consist of non-integer multiple harmonics
become greater. They are reflected back in speed ripples, which cannot be com-
pensated by the ILC schemes due to their non-integer multiples of the fundamental
frequency nature.
The numerical values of SRF under different operating speeds are shown in
Fig. 6.36. The figure gives the SRFs when PMSM is operated at different speeds
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Figure 6.33: Conventional PI speed control scheme: (a) Steady-state speed response
(SRF=0.78%), and (b) the corresponding frequency spectrum.
Figure 6.34: Basic ILC speed control scheme: (a) Steady-state speed response
(SRF=0.47%), and (b) the corresponding frequency spectrum.
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Figure 6.35: Proposed FILC speed control scheme: (a) Steady-state speed response
(SRF=0.32%), and (b) the corresponding frequency spectrum.
Figure 6.36: SRFs of different speeds under a light load of 1.60 Nm without, with
ILC and FILC compensation.
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(0.005 p.u., 0.025 p.u. and 0.05 p.u.) under a light load of 0.205 p.u.(1.60 Nm)
without or with ILC/FILC compensation schemes. According to the results, the
effectiveness of the proposed FILC scheme is verified in suppressing speed ripples
under various steady-state operating conditions. Furthermore, it can be observed
that the FILC scheme is better than the basic ILC scheme as the theory predicts.
However, still there is a disadvantage in the frequency domain learning when it
faces the problem caused by the existence of those non-integer harmonics induced
from the load side.
6.4 Torque Pulsations Induced by the Load
It is necessary to distinguish those torque ripples caused by loading mechanism
from the ones induced by the PMSM, which are of our interest. For this purpose,
we decouple the PMSM from the DC machine, which is originally used as the load,
excite the DC machine to work in the motoring mode at 50 rpm, and observe
the torque signal by using a torque transducer. Fig. 6.37 shows the frequency
spectrum of the resultant torque pulsations induced by the DC machine alone. It
can be seen that some non-integer harmonics are present in the torque waveforms,
among which the 0.65th and 7.35th harmonics are dominant. In addition, energy
distributed around the 7th and 8th harmonics are quite apparent. Figs. 6.38 and
6.39 show the frequency spectrum of speed response without compensation under
the light load and heavy load respectively. In the former figure, we can observe
that the integer multiple harmonics are the most dominant components, while in
the latter one, non-integer harmonics, the 0.65th and 7.35th components become
invincible. In fact, these components are the same dominant harmonics which
appear in Fig. 6.37, since they are induced by the non-ideal load mechanism when
the DC machine is excited for heavy load purpose.
It should be noted that the learning control schemes are supposed to reduce
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Figure 6.37: Frequency spectrum of torque pulsations induced by the DC generator.
Figure 6.38: Frequency spectrum of steady-state speed response without compen-
sation under the light load.
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Figure 6.39: Frequency spectrum of steady-state speed response without compen-
sation under the heavy load.
torque (or speed) harmonics, which are integer multiples of fundamental frequency.
This is because ILC is designed in face of removing periodic disturbance in the
input, and it has no effect on non-periodic disturbance. In our case, torque oscil-
lations are periodic in nature. Thus, we define the time period as the basic period
in the ILC schemes implementation so as to remove most of these ripples. How-
ever, those non-integer harmonics induced from the load side are ripples that do
not share that basic time period with others, which makes them impossible to be
eliminated by using ILC. To solve this problem, we can multiple the basic time
period such that those non-integer harmonics become ‘integer’ in corresponding
with the new period. However, this will prolong the converging time of learning
process, and such method is noneffective in case of pseudo harmonics, because it
is impossible to find its time period.
This non-ideal loading mechanism, namely the appearance of non-integer
torque harmonics further degrades the performance of the proposed controllers,
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particularly the frequency-domain learning method. Although Fourier-based learn-
ing mechanism is capable of further reduction of periodic ripples, it also induces a
distorted approximation of these non-integer harmonics. Such distortion is caused
by the mismatch between the time period of Fourier transformation and those of
non-integer harmonics. As a result, these wrong information further induces the
error accumulation during the learning process, which makes the ILC scheme im-
plemented in frequency domain less desirable when facing the non-ideal situation of
load mechanism. This also explains why the 6th harmonics has been increased a lit-
tle in Fig. 6.35, since the distortion of error information affects the local bandwidth
and generates locally wrong control signals to compensate for the speed ripples.
6.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, experimental results obtained from a PMSM drive system are
presented for the evaluation of the effectiveness of the two proposed LVSC schemes
and the two proposed FILC schemes to minimize torque (or speed) ripples. In
all these schemes, the performances of the proposed LVSC and FILC schemes are
compared with the those of the conventional drive control schemes (torque control
scheme using sinusoidal current excitation or closed-loop PI speed control) or those
of the basic ILC schemes. From the experimental results, the following observations
can be obtained:
• The proposed LVSC schemes and FILC schemes effectively reduce the torque
and speed ripples, and improve the TRF and SRF by at least 50% as com-
pared to those of the conventional schemes without compensation schemes.
• Frequency-domain iterative learning control schemes can further improve
torque and speed ripples as compared to those basic ILC schemes, because of
the elimination of forgetting factor, which is necessary for robustness in the
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latter.
• While these learning control schemes effectively compensate all torque ripple
disturbances that are periodic in nature, non-periodic disturbances and non-
integer multiple harmonics in the torque remain largely uncompensated. The






This thesis deals with a sequence of studies on application of iterative learning
control strategies on pulsating torque ripple reduction of PM synchronous motors.
Smooth, and ripple-free motor torque is a highly desirable feature of the PMSM
drives for high-performance applications. However, PMSM drives do suffer from
parasitic torque pulsations that originate from flux harmonics, cogging, current
offsets, current scaling error and phase unbalancing. In this research work, two
novel pulsating torque minimization schemes for the PMSM using the concepts of
learning variable structure control (LVSC) and frequency-domain iterative learning
control (FILC) are proposed, implemented and evaluated. Both algorithms are
improvements based on iterative learning control (ILC).
A literature review of various schemes on torque ripple minimization in PMSM
drives has been presented in Chapter 1. Broadly, these techniques can be divided
into two different groups: (a) on the motor design aspects and the other, (b) on
active control of stator current excitations. From the motor design viewpoint,
skewing the stator slots and other motor design features reduce the cogging torque
to a certain extent but do not completely eliminate it. Furthermore, these meth-
ods increase the complexity of the motor design and construction, making them
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unacceptable for low-cost high volume production. Under the second approach of
active stator currents excitation, most of the methods require sufficiently accurate
priori information of the motor parameters. These may not be possible given the
uniqueness of each motor due to manufacturing tolerances. From the literature
review, it is can be concluded that none of the available techniques can sufficiently
minimize torque ripples in the PMSM drive. Therefore, a more simple yet effective
approach is required. Recognizing the effectiveness of the iterative learning control
in suppressing periodic disturbances, in the face of modelling uncertainties and
non-linearities, two torque controllers based on LVSC and FILC are employed to
achieve torque ripple minimization.
Mathematical models of the PMSM are presented in both a-b-c and d-q ref-
erence frames in Chapter 2. The individual components in the electromagnetic
torque have been clearly expressed. The motor torque comprises of the cogging
torque, mutual-inductance torque, self-inductance torque and EMF torque. It is
well known that EMF torque, which results from the interaction of the back-emf
with the stator currents in the motor, is the main contribution to the electro-
magnetic torque, while the other three components are relatively insignificant in
PMSMs. A mathematical model of the pulsating torque in PMSMs has also been
presented. It is noted that the harmonics in the back-emf is the main cause of
the torque ripples. Other sources of torque ripples include the cogging torque, and
those arising from the drive scheme (termed as secondary phenomena). Those in-
clude dc offset and current scaling errors. A detailed analysis on the torque ripples
are presented in Chapter 2. This research work focuses on minimizing these torque
ripples so that the resulting electromagnetic torque is smooth and ripple free.
Subsequently, in Chapter 3, the concepts of the learning variable structure
control (LVSC) and frequency-domain iterative learning controller (FILC) are used
in the design of the proposed torque and speed controllers, to minimize the torque
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and speed ripples, respectively. Two different control schemes based on either
LVSC or FILC are proposed.
In the first scheme, the LVSC/FILC torque controller is applied in conjunc-
tion with the conventional open-loop torque control scheme with sinusoidal current
excitation. Based on the error signal between the desired and actual motor torque,
the LVSC/FILC scheme generates appropriate compensating current i∗qs−2 to com-
pensate the torque ripples. As the instantaneous motor torque is required by the
proposed torque controller, either a torque transducer with high-bandwidth out-
put can be used to measure the signal or an on-line high gain torque estimator is
implemented to calculate the signal.
In the second scheme, we focus our attention on speed ripples. In the above
torque control scheme, instantaneous torque signals are required for feedback in-
formation, and hence either a torque transducer or a torque estimator is necessary
to implement the control scheme. Such methods either increase the final cost of
motor drive system or increase the complexity of the control algorithm. On the
other hand, a speed ripple compensation scheme can avoid disadvantages mentioned
above, and meanwhile achieve pulsating torque minimization indirectly. Further-
more, knowing that the PI speed controller is not able to completely suppress or
eliminate the speed ripples, we look at the possibility of designing an additional
speed controller based on the LVSC/FILC scheme which can help to suppress the
speed ripples. The proposed scheme is incorporated in the speed loop and applied
in parallel with the PI speed controller. Based on the error signal between the
desired and actual motor speed, the LVSC/FILC scheme generates appropriate
compensating current i∗qs−2 to compensate the speed ripples.
Having presented the LVSC and FILC schemes, simulation studies were per-
formed as reported in Chapter 4 to investigate the effectiveness of the proposed
schemes in reducing torque and speed ripples. A d-q model of the plant is used
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in the simulation tests. Components of the torque ripples (flux harmonics, dc off-
sets and current scaling) are added in the simulation studies and the proposed
LVSC/FILC schemes are then applied. The simulation results obtained demon-
strate that in both proposed schemes, there is significant reduction in the torque
and speed ripples. In general, the LVSC/FILC scheme improves the performance
of the system by an order of magnitude.
To further validate the effectiveness of the proposed LVSC and FILC schemes,
experimental studies were performed on a DSP-based PMSM drive setup. This
experimental setup is described in Chapter 5 and experimental results are presented
in Chapter 6. The experimental tests performed are over a wide range of motor
operating speeds and load torques. The performances of the drive schemes using the
proposed LVSC compensation are compared with those of the conventional speed or
torque control schemes. While the performances of the schemes based on the FILC
compensation are compared with those of the basic ILC compensation schemes.
Similar with the results obtained in the simulation studies, the experimental tests
show that both proposed LVSC and FILC schemes are effective in suppressing the
torque (or speed) ripples. Further reduction in torque (or speed) ripples is possible
by using the FILC compensation compared with the results obtained from ILC
schemes. From the experimental studies, it is evident that the proposed LVSC
and FILC schemes effectively improve the TRF and SRF of the conventional drive
schemes by at least 50%. Furthermore, it is demonstrated that both schemes
achieve minimization of the torque (or speed) ripples to an acceptable level in a
reasonably short time.
It is evident from the experimental studies that while the proposed schemes
effectively compensate all torque ripple disturbances that are periodic in nature,
non-periodic disturbances in the torque remain largely uncompensated. Never-
theless, this is a well-known drawback of the schemes based on iterative learning
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control—they can only compensate for periodic disturbances. Finally, from the
experimental test results, it is apparent that the implemented LVSC and FILC al-
gorithms are robust to measurement noise, errors in re-initialization and presence of
un-modelled disturbances (that gives rise to dominant, non-periodic disturbances).
7.2 Future Work
To further improve the proposed LVSC and FILC schemes in minimizing the peri-
odic torque and speed ripples, the following proposals are made:
1. By employing a more advanced current controller of larger bandwidth and
tracking capabilities, the inner control loop can track more accurately the
reference currents generated by the proposed scheme. This would enable the
drive scheme employing the proposed learning compensation to work even at
higher operating speeds.
2. The problem that non-periodic disturbances and harmonics with non-integer
multiple of the fundamental frequency exist in the PMSM drive system can be
studied. A certain controller which is capable of eliminating those harmonics
can be designed and implemented together with the LVSC or FILC scheme
to further reduce torque or speed ripples.
3. An adaptive learning controller where the learning gains can be adaptively
changed in accordance to the magnitude of the tracking error can be included
in the FILC scheme. In such schemes, at the beginning of the iteration, the
learning gain can be made conservatively small so as to ensure stability. As
the learning progresses, the tracking error decreases in magnitude and hence,
the learning gain can be increased so as to facilitate an enhanced convergence
as compared with the scheme where a fixed learning gain is employed.
4. The injection of harmonic components into drive current can reduce the rms
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value of phase current. Although such reduction is slight, it still degrades the
operating performance of the PMSM. A certain method is expected to solve
this problem.
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Appendix A
Motor Ratings and Parameters
1. PMSM Ratings
Table A.1: Ratings of the PMSM used in this research work
PMSM model: control techniques surface mounted type E
Rated power (kW) 1.64
Rated speed (rpm) 2000
Rated voltage (line-to-line Vrms) 380 - 480
Rated current (Arms) 3.25
2. Parameters of the PMSM
Table A.2: Parameters of the PMSM used in this research work
Parameter Value
Stator resistance (Ω/phase) 2.125
Stator inductance (mH/phase) 11.6
Total inertia (PMSM rotor + DC motor rotor) (kg·m2) 0.0025
Viscous coefficient of friction (Nm/(rad×s−1)) 0.001
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3. DC Motor Ratings and Parameters
Table A.3: Ratings and parameters of the DC motor used in this research work
DC motor model: Leroy Somer TYP MF 112
Power (kW) 2.2
Speed (rpm) 2400
Armature voltage (Vdc) 180
Armature current (Adc) 14
Field voltage (Vdc) 190
Field current (Adc) 0.58
Appendix B
Architecture of DS1102
As shown in Fig. B.1, the DS1102 controller board contains a main DSP TMS320C31,
a slave DSP TMS320P14 based digital I/O subsystem, a 4-channel A/D converter,
a 4-channel D/A converter and a 2-channel incremental encoder interface. The
main DSP executes the computation in the user-programs at a frequency of 60
MHz. All the inputs and outputs of the above peripheral devices are contained in
the I/O connector of the board.
The DS1102 board is built around the Texas Instruments TMS320C31 floating-
point DSP. It contains 128K words memory fast enough to allow zero wait state
operation. Several peripheral subsystems are implemented to support a wide range
of digital signal processing applications.
The TMS320C31 supports a total memory space of 16M 32-bit words includ-
ing program, data, and I/O space. All off-chip memory and I/O can be accessed
by the host even while the DSP is running thus allowing easy system setup and
monitoring.
The DS1102 hardware is designed for flexible use at minimum program over-
head by implementing functions in hardware otherwise often performed by software.
The host interface contains a bus-width converter mapping two 16-bit host accesses
into a single 32-bit transfer ont eh DSP-bus to avoid data transfer inconsistencies.
Detailed description on the board and its connectors are given in dSPACE User’s
Guide “Floating-Point Controller Board - DS1102”.
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• Input: 3-phase, 380-415 V, 50-60 Hz
• Output: 3-phase, 0-380/415 V
• Power: up to 2.2 kW (3 HP)
2. Description
Figure C.1: Schematic diagram of MUBW 10-12A7.
• IGBT module–MUBW 10-12A7 (IXYS)
The IGBT module comprises a 3-phase uncontrolled rectifier, six IGBT
switches, one IGBT for braking and a built-in NTC thermistor for tem-
perature sensing.
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• DC-link capacitors & transformer board
Fig. C.1 shows the schematic diagram of IXYS module. The DC-link
capacitor is connected across pins 22-23. An NTC thermistor is con-
nected in between pins 21-22 to limit the in-rush current. A low ohmic
shunt is connected in between pins 23-24 for over-current sensing. Two
resistor are connected in series across pins 22-24 as a voltage divider for
over-voltage sensing. The transformers are powered from single-phase
mains and provide floating power sources to the driver board.
• Driver board
The driver board comprises voltage regulators (78L15), opto-couplers
(HCPL4503, H11L1), gate drivers (TC4429), braking control and pro-
tection circuits. The connections in between the driver board and the
IGBT module or transformer board are made by wires of twisted pairs.




The interface platform is built in between the DSP card and motor section and it
is named as “racking system”. Control signals from the DSP card and feedback
signals from the motor section are processed and buffered through this racking
system.
The racking system comprises the following:
1. An industrial 19” rack
The rack is a 19” industrial standard rack made of aluminum. It is equipped
with card guides and is used with Euro cards (160 mm×100 mm).
2. A set of Euro cards including a Digital-I/O Card, a Control-PWM Card and
three or four Analog-signal Cards
• Digital-I/O Card
It buffers the digital I/O signals from the DSP card and distributes them
to other cards, or buffers the signals from the absolute encoder.
• Control-PWM Card
It processes the PWM signals from the DSP card, transfers them to the
inverter and receives the Fault signal from the inverter.
• Analog-signal Card
It processes the analog feedback signals from the drive section, filters
out the noise, amplifies the signal and buffers it for the DSP card.
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3. An Euro-card power supply
The Euro-card power supply is powered from mains and provides +5 V and
±12 V for the digital and analog circuitry on the cards.
4. A back-plan PCB
All the Euro cards share the digital I/O signals, +5 V and ±12 V power
sources via the back-plane PCB.
Appendix E
Current Sensor
The sensor box is an aluminum case with a general sensor board installed inside. It
is placed in between the inverter and the PMSM for measuring the motor currents.
Two current sensors are mounted on the board for measuring the phase-a and -b
currents. Current sensors are LEM PCB-mounted sensors. Their primary sides are
connected with the output terminals of the inverter through a shielded cable. One
end of the cable is soldered on the sensor board and the other is plugged in the
output terminals of the inverter. On the secondary side of the sensors, measurement
outputs are converted to voltage signals through resistors and then connected to
the insulated BNC connectors via wires of twisted pairs. The sensor board has its
own ±15 V power source which is powered from single-phase mains.
Table E.1: Parameters of current sensors.
Part No. Current Ratio Resistor on Resistor on
(Pri/Sec) Primary-side Secondary-side




In the experimental investigations, an MCRTr 49001V(1-2)-CFA-15000 non-contact
dc operated torque transducer is used.
When installed between a driver and its load, dc operated torquemeters mea-
sure be-directional static (stall) and dynamic shaft torque. Torque sensing employs
field proven, strain gage technology. A corrosion resistant, one-piece stainless shaft
is gaged with one or more bridges. The bridge measures torque and cancels signals
from bending and thrust loads. Careful temperature compensation eliminates zero,
span and calibration drift.
Rotary transformers connect the rotating gages to stationary, dc-to-dc torqueme-
ter circuitry. They provide high quality non-contact signal coupling to the rotating
gages. Rotary transformers don’t generate noise or wear. They are immune to
ambient noise, vibration, lubricants and other hostile environments.
RFI shielded circuitry and the 5-volt output provide high noise immunity.
Simple cabling yields calibration and balance truly free of cable effects. There are
no slip rings, brushes, radio transmitters and other limited-life, noise-generating el-
ements. Their elimination further increases performance and reliability. Moreover,
the robust, non-ferrite design suits these torquemeters for diesel and other hostile
environments.
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The following table lists condensed specifications of the torque transducer
used in our experimental work.
Table F.1: Specifications of torque transducer.
Non-linearity (% of full scale) ±0.07
Hysteresis (% of full scale) ±0.07
Non-repeatability (% of full scale) ±0.03
Output tracking (% of full scale) ±0.05
Clockwise torque (full scale output) +5 V
Counterclockwise torque (full scale output) -5 V
Minimum resistive load (full scale output) 10 kΩ
Maximum capacity load (full scale output) 0.05 µF
Electrical over-range (% of full scale) ±40
Bandwidth high freq. output: dc to 500 Hz
low freq. output: dc to 1 Hz
Zero control range (% of full scale) ±5
Span control range (% of full scale) ±5
Supply voltage 11 to 26 Volts dc
Supply current 40 mA
Torque range 11.3 Nm
Torque overload 45.2 Nm
Speed rating 0 to ±15,000 rpm
Shaft stiffness 2418.2 Nm/rad
Appendix G
System commissioning
Off-line determinations of the system parameters that are required for the exper-
imental studies are performed. Parameters such as motor inertia, damping coef-
ficient, optimal proportional and integral gains of the PI current and speed con-
trollers are evaluated. The following briefly describes the results of these off-line
systems commissioning on the PMSM drive.
1. Current controller
Using the method of iteration (trial and error), the PI current controller
gains that produce satisfactory transient and steady-state current tracking
are determined. The finalized P and I gains are 40 and 800, respectively, for
both d- and q-axes current controllers.
2. Speed controller
Using the same method as in the current controller, the P and I gains are
for the speed controller are determined, and the values are 0.035 and 0.35,
respectively.
3. System time constant
The PMSM drive is fed with a reference torque signal, which is equal to the
rated torque. Under open-loop condition, the motor is allowed to accelerate
to the rated speed. The system time constant is then evaluated as the time
taken for the motor to acquire a speed of (1-e−1) or 63.2% of the rated speed
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Figure G.1: Speed response of the PMSM following a step input of rated torque.
Time constant, τc = ∆t=2.5 s (x-axis:1 s/div, y-axis:500 rpm/div).
from the start of the acceleration. Fig. shows the motor speed response under
the rated torque. From the figure, time constant, τc = 2.5 s.
4. Coefficient of friction
The motor is operated as different speeds, under no-load torque condition.
The motor torque signal corresponding to each operating speed is plotted as
a function of the motor speed (i.e. x-axis: motor speed in rads−1 and y-axis:
motor torque in Nm). From the gradient of the torque-speed relationship,
the coefficient of friction, B, is determined as 0.001 Nm/rads−1.
5. System (rotor and load) inertia
From the determined values of time constant, τc, and frictional coefficient, B,
the system inertia can be determined from the equation:
τc = J/B ⇒ J = Bτc = 0.0025 kgm2. (G.1)
